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PARTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

IN H- PHOTODETACHMENT

by

Monica H. Halka

ABSTRACT

This dissertation reports experimentalmeasurementsof partial decay cross

sections in the H- photodetachment spectrum. Observed decays of the IP” H-””(n)

doubly-excited resonances to the H(N=2) continuum are reported for n=2, 3, and

4 from 1990 runa in which the author participated. A recent analysis of 1989 data

revealingeffects of static electric fields on the partial decay spectrum above 13.5 eV

is also presented.

The experimentswereperformedat the HighResolutionAtomicBeam Facility

(HIRAB), the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF), with a relativistic H-

beam (/9=0.842) intersecting a Nd:YAG laser. Variation of the intersection angle

amounts to Doppler-shiftingthe photon energy, allowing continuous iuning of the

laaer energy as viewed from the moving ions’ frame.

The H-**(3) data thus obtained are the first clearevidence that the H- reso-

vii



nances shou!d decay preferentially to the nearest energetically accessible continuum

channel. The resonance profiles agree with theoretical predictions of Sadeghpour et

d [1]who used R-matrix methods. An experimental determination of the n=2 shape

resonance branching ratio is reported, wherein the

the H(2) channel for energies between 10.975 and

shape resonance is shown to prefer

11.2 eV.

The applied electric field

downward shifts in the threshold

data obtained in 1989 display unpredicted, large

energy, field-induced resonances in the threshold

region, and

observed in

transformed

the expected weakening or disappearance of the resonances normally

zero-field. First evidence is presented of a Feshbach resonance being

to a shape resonance by a static field. The threshold shifts and much of

the atracturehave been identified by Zhou and Lin using hypersphericaltreatment.

. . .Vlll
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General History of Autoionizing States

The simplest three-body atomic system, the negative hydrogen ion, 11-, is the

most interesting of the two-electron ions because the electron correlations are espe-

cially strong; the usual approximation that the two electrons move in hydrogen-like

orbits with their mutual interaction modeled by a screening constant is grossly inade-

quate. In fact, this independent-particle approximation predicts H- to be unbound—

evidence that the correlations between the two electrons as they move about the

proton must be carefully considered [21. These correlations make possible the exis-

tence of doubly-excited states, or H- resonances designated here as H-”-, where both

electrons have a principal quantum number greater than one.

Since the late 1960sthe study of photodetachment of negative ions has brought

to light many unique properties of correlated-electron systems. Experimental work

performed .with and without applied electromagnetic fields has facilitated a steadily

1
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increasing understanding of processes involved, Theoryh so far been able to explain

or predict the general behavior of cross sections and resonance energies and widths,

but mysteries remain, especially when external fields are involved.

The correlations between interacting atomic electrons are intricate, making

calculation diffic-alt.The dynamics, especially ior high-n excitations, is not completely

understood, and much controversy still flares concerning the mechanisms of double

escape (when botli electrons are detached by one photon). Each year the H- experi-

ments performed by the UNM/LAMPF group contribute a little more understanding

of the three-body Coulomb problcru.

Theoretical work on quasibound or ‘autoionizing” resonant state~ of two-

electron ions, in which both electrons are excited out of their ground sm’.cs by a

photon with an energy greater than the electron finity of the neutral atom, was

initially stimulated by experimental observation. Before 1957 it was generally under-

stood that negative ions should have no structure in the detachment cross section

above the binding energy of the outermost electron. An indication to the contrary

was providedin an electron-heliumscattering experiment, when Schulz [3]observed

a linear rise with AE=E-E~C,W in the cross section above the single electron de-

tachment threshoid. The Wigner theory [4]had predicted a ~ dependence. This

unexpected behavior was interpreted [5] as evidence for a Breit-Wigner type reso-

nance above threshold--a doubly-excited state embedded in the continuum of free

electrons.

Such resonant statea do not always form a peak in the cross section. They



can be dips, or a combination of dip and peak as

that in the Breit-Wigner description the resonant

shown in Figure 1.1. We recall

cross sections may be written in

terms of a shift in the resonance’s phase. When the resonance profile (plot of cross

section vs energy) is asymmetric, interference is suspected. Interference can be a

result of forces which are independent of energy—centrifugal forces, for example, or

continuum interference. In H-e- scattering calculations, introduction of a partial

wave phase shift for potential scattering is used to describe this behavior. As the

energy crosses a resonance, there is an accompanying rise in the phase shift by T

radians. The energy where the total phase shift has risen by 7r/2 radians above the

phase from interference-term scatte~ing alone is called the central energy I?O.

The first clear experimental evidence of such resonant states appeared in 1959

in inelastic scattering of electrons by helium [6]. The data showed two asymmetric

peaks which Fano [7] has attributed to the interference of the continuum with dis-

crete, doubly-excited states. Inclusion of the continuum means that many difierent

configurations can have the same energy, and perturbation theory is inadequate. The

configuration interaction, wbich mixes a configuration of a discrete spectrum with the

continuous spectrum, a!lowsthe doubly-excited states to “autoionize”. The inner and

outer electrons may exchange energy, resulting in escape of the more weakly-bound

electron. Fano presented a functional form which describes the resonance profile (cross

section vs energy) in terms of five parameters: the central energy Eo, the width l’, an

.—.,
asymmetry parameter g, and two parameters describing the background, ub and Ua.

Here we develop his expression for the cross section near a resonance by considering

3
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I
I the time dependence of the amplitude of a decaying state,

*R(~)= A(r)ei$’ote-tlzr, (1.1)

where r is the mean lifetime. Its amplitude in the frequency (energy) domain is

-1

*R(W)= / ~(~)t?
[

‘i”’(ft = A (W – Wo) + ; ‘1
or

w@) = A [(E - E.)+ ;]-’

(1.2)

(1.3)

where E = k, I’ = h/r. Then

q#R =
[

1
rz ‘1

442 (E – EJ2 + — ,
4,

(1.4)

a Lorentz-type profile. What happens if this remnance is embedded in a continuum?

I Say the amplitude of the continuum is ~c = B ezp(i~). Then the intensity is

I After muchalgebrathis ieads to the Beutler-Fanaprofileor “FaEofunction”

(1.6)

with c = 2(E-&)/I’. The parameters aa,u~, and q are related in a complicated way

to A, B, and ~.

In 1962 resonance structure appeared helow the n=2 excitation threshold in

I Ase-couplhng calculations of Burke and Schey [8] for electron-hydrogenscattering.

I The close-couplingmethod is briefly described in Chapter 2. In 1963 Madden and

I Codling [9]used the 180 MeV electron synchrotronsat theNational Bureau of Stan-

1 dards to photoionize helium. Many difIerentphoton energies were available, as the
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synchrotronshas a range of wavelengths from the infrared down to 100

Rydberg sequence of eight 1P resonances was observed converging to

threshold.

~. A beautiful

the He+(n=2)

Cooper, Fano, and Prats [10],in the same issue of Physical Review Letters as

Madden and Coding’s report, interpreted these resonances as belonging to the ‘+’

(1.7)

with n=2, 3, 4, . . . . That is, there are two symmetrized independent electron wave-

functions (U) that could describe the lowest double excitations. These authors pro-

posed that they combined to give two s.ries: ‘+’ ad ‘-’. One can picture the electl”on$

as two balls or pendulums bouncing on opposite sides of a wall. The wall in our case is

the infinitely massive proton. In the ‘+’ mode, the balls approach the wall and bounce

offsimultaneously, oscillatingin phase with each other (Figure 1.2). This is analogous

to the electrons in the real atom simultaneously overlapping the same orbital. In the

‘-’ mode, one approaches the

out of phase. In both modes,

wall while the other moves away, so the oscillation is

the electrons are correlated, but more strongly in the

‘+’ mode. Conceptually, this seems logical because the eiectronscome closer to each

other, so the Coulomb force is stronger. For this reason, autocietachmentfrom ‘-’

states is quasiforbidden.They are more stable because the weakerlong-rangedipole

potential producedby the polarized‘core’hydrogenatomcontrolsthe action.



‘-’\,rotonJw
elwtron

FiguxeL2: Heuristic id- d ‘+’ ad ‘-’ stat- of m-- b P~*uo ~ the ‘+’XEAOdOO

Battom pictureu the ‘-’ mode.
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1.1.1 Two Very Pifferent &pea of Resonance: Feshbach and Shape

An exphmation of the autoionizing or ‘qtmsiboundn states may be adopted horn

Bohr’s suggestion regarding observed nuclear resonances [11]. The idea is that a pro-

jectile such as an electron on a hydrogen target can transfer most of its energy to the

proton and other electron, so that it cannot escape again until a fluctuation causes

energy to be transferred bvk to it. The concept is the same for photoexcitation-a

“half-scattering~ proceas. Thus a doubly-excited state may be formed resembling

an excited hydrogen atom with an extra electron &o occupying an excited state.

Because Herman Fcshbach developed the quantum mmhanicd description of this

phenomenon [12], these temporarily bound states are now called ‘Fesh!mch” r-

nances. Also known as %loaed channel” resonances [13], they converge from below

on each photodetachment threshold for production of I?(n) for n = 2 + 00. Within

each series the states become longer-fivedas they approachthe threshold. Feshbach

resonance which approachthe H(n) threshold ue cksified aa H--”(n) resonances.

They decay by autoionization to a fragment hydrogen ●tom plus an electron. The

hydrogen atom may have principal quantum number ranging from 1 to n-l for the

resonance discusted here. IrI this text the principal quantv m number of the fragment

H atom is denoted by ‘W”.

Resonances appearing above a threahold, but near to and associated with it,

are labeled %hapd resonance, referringto the shape of the potential well in which

they are temporarily bound. The potential ia a combination of dipole and barrier

potentials. In the H- epectrum, only one IP” shape resonance has been observed,

e



that just above the H(n = 2) threshold. R-matrix theory [1] has predicted another

just above the H(4) threshold; some evidence of this is presented in Section 7.3.

According to Taylor [14],as/increases, the states should become broader, and cease

to exist when f is high enough to effect centrifugal dissociatl~n-when the potential

is completely repulsive.

1.1.2 Convenient Coordinate Representations

‘l’he correlated behavior depends only on the relative lengths of the radii, F1

and 72, and the angle between them [15]. Thus, the correlations are invariant under

rotations or scale changes. Hyperspherical coordinates seem to offer an appropriate

representation for this situation, allowing the segregation of one codinate, R, which

represents the size of the system. The evolution of correlations can be followed as R

increases. For a more complete description of the coordinates, consult Appendix B.

The Schrodinger equation in hyperspherical coordinates incorporates what is

called a ‘grand angularmomentum”A (Appendix B, Eqn. A1.5), w“tichaccountsfor

the pairwisestructureof the total potential. It is the orbital angularmomentumof a

single particlein six-dimensionalspace, and is analogousto the usual orbital angular

momentum/ of a particle in three dimensions.

The Schr6dingerequationbecomesseparableif channelcouplingsareneglected

in the adiabatic approximation,wherethe motion in R is assumedto be muchslower

than the motion in the angles. This is reasonablebecause.for small R the centrifugal

term dominates over the potentiai term. Tunnelingbecomes unfavorablein this sce-
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nario. Adiabatic “channel” functions *M and eigenpotentials UM(R)are obtained by

integrating Schrodinger’s equation with respect to the five hyperangles, but keeping

R as a slow-lyvarying parameter. Figure 1.3 displays all IP” adiabatic hyperspherical

potential curves converging to H(n=3 a 7). Weak couplings are neglected in order to

make the equation separable, resulting in diabatic potentials. (See Appendix B.) The

dominant IP” potential curves for H-(n=2 to 11) are shown in Figure 1.4, Only the

lowest ‘+’ chanrw!~ within eack n manifo!d are plotted along with the level positions

in each potential [16].

Another less standard coordiriate basis which obtains quasiseparability ~;f

the Schrodinger equation in an adiabatic approximation is the piolate spheroidal

coordinate system. It also is useful for describing symmetries of doubly excited states,

and is preferred by some because it reflects the nodal structure of the states. This is

desirable because it has been found that interactions among hyperspherical coordinate

channels with similar argular and radial nodal structure tend to dominate [17]. A

description of prolate spheroidal coordinates is given in Appendix C.

Calculations of the magnitudes of channel couplings have demonstrated the

soundness of the adiabatic approximation. An analysis of weak couplings between

different adiabatic channels has shown that the lowest ‘+’ channel in each hydrogenic

series wields the controllinginfluenceon the H- resonantspectrum [16].

11



F&m 1.3:IP” diabatie ~8CW@M?iCd pote~tid curves converging to E(n=s - 1).
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1.2 H- Resonances Observed in the Total Cross Section

The practicality of the hyperspherical coordinate treatment manifests itself in

numerous very accurate theoretical predictions of t,hese resonant states. The large

H- shape resonance lying just above the H(N=2) threshold was first predicted in

1967 by Taylor and Burke [18] for electron-hydrogen scattering, and by Macek [19]

for photoionization of H-. Subsequent total cross section measurements (that is,

measurements where the trigger is from any fragment H atom, without regard to its

N-value) confirmed its existence [20, 21, 22], as well as that of the narrow Feshbach

resonance lying below threshold [23]. See Figure l.l(a).

These rather spectacular successe~led to the search for doubly-excited states

near higher thresholds. The Doppler-shift method used at LAMPF (described in sec-

tion 3.2) was uniquely qualified for this effort, and two resonances were soon observed

below the H(3) production threshold [24]. See Figure l.l(b). Energies and widths

of the H---(3) states were in good agreement with theory, and displayed interesting

asymmetry as compared with the n=2 resonances. The profiles appeared as peaks

blending into dips in the detachment cross section, indicating a seeming unwillingness

of the state to part with electrons at energies in a small range above the central energy

position. A resu2t of interference by the continuum of free electrons, it is accounted

for in theories by the introduction of an additional phase shift, as mentioned in sec-

tion 1.1. Higherautoionizing states have been observed only in partial cross section

measurements, where the experimental signal is horn fragmentH atoms in a specific

excited state.



1.3

A

Observations of Partial Decay

partial cross section is the probability for a

of Autoionizing States

photon to detach an electron from

H-, and leave the fragment hydrogen atom in a particular N-state. (Our detector

design did not allow for discrimination among different angular momentum states. )

By “partial decay” I mean the tendency of a doubly-excited resonance to decompose

into a particular N-state of neutral hydrogen and a free electron.

In 1983 the first photodetachment partial cross section of an H- resonance

was measured at LAMPF [25]. In that

The decay to neutral hydrogen in its

experiment H- was photoexcited to H--”(2).

first excited state, H(2), was monitored via

laser excitation of H(2) to H(7) with subsequent field-stripping of the H(7)s. The

resulting protons were detected in a scintillation counter. The background was not

well understood, so the partial cross section data were not compared with theory at

that time, but that has been rectified in this thesis. We repeated the experiment in

1990,using a different detection scheme (Chapter 3.1). During the same LAMPF run

cycle, we measured partial cross sections for H-””(n) 4 H(2)+ e- with =2,3, and

4. The details of this experiment comprise the bulk of this thesis.

Harris et af [26] also made partial decay measurements with and without

applied electric fields in 1989. The cross sections, however, were measured for energies

greater than the H(N=4) production threshold, for which theoretical partial cross

sections are unavailable because of computational convergence probl~ms. Observed

resonance Iineshapes were consistent with the Fano function, and central energies were

found to obey a recently developed two-electron formula [27]. A rigorous analysis of
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the electric field effects and zero-field threshold regions-not performed at the time

of the original experiment —has been carried out by this author, and the results are

presented in Chapter 7 as a supplement to the more recent zero-field data acquired

in 19900

1.4 ThresholdBehavior

Threshold behavior is discussed in a different context from the behavior ofreso-

nant cross sections. (See Section 2.3.l.) The observations recorded here, covering the

thresholds for production of H(N)—where N=2, 4, 5, and 6—from photoexcitation

and detachment of H-, are the first of their kind. They show that the cross section

near the IU=l threshold is much different from that near the N=2 threshold, which

in turn differs greatly from the higher thresholds. In addition, when an electric field

is applied to the interaction region, the cross sections near the higher-N thresholds

show interesting structure, which has instigated recent theoretical activity [28].

1.5 Physical Motivation for

Sections

Measurementof PartialCross

According to several theoretical studies [29, 30,31, 32], the doubly excited states

H-=”(n) with n <9 are expected to prefer a transition into the nearest lower H(N)

level (i.e. N=n-1), but there had been no experimental verification before this work.

Our first intention was to test the theory by measuring branching ratios for transitions
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into all available H(N) levels. Accelerator operational problems cut short our allotted

beam time however, and in 1990we were able to measure only the H- ”-{-) resonances

decaying into H(N=2) for n=2, 3, and 4. Fortunately, these did provide us with some

preferred channel information [33], as shown in Chapter 7.

Theory was not the stimulus for the experimental work done on high-lying res-

onances in static electric fields, No predictions were available

but the results have already spurred new theoretical work.

before the experiment,

1,’nexpected threshold

shifts, threshold structure, and the appmrance of at least one new resonance (de-

scribed below) in the presence of fields less than 100 kV/cm demonstrate that there

is still much to learn about the H- ion and its internal correlations. In applied fields,

the threshold regions are extremely rich in strt .ture that is not yet completely under-

stood, but is probably related to field-assisted tunneling of the zero-field resonances,

a process which has never before been monitored. This processcould allow Feshbach

resonances to decay to their parent state, effectively modifying the branching ratios.

It is hoped that the resultspretented here wili stimulate further

assist in their interpretation,and to suggest future experiments.

theoretical workto



Chapter 2

Theory of Partial Decay

2.1 ShapeResonancePartialDecayin Zero Field

The autoionising n=2 shape resonance is the largest resonance in the H- pho-

todetachrnent spectrum and s key feature in understanding electron correlations.

Unique in that its potential h~ threo claaaiul turning points, it is well-known as

the only resonanceof its type yet observedin the H- photodetachrnentspectrum (or

quivaiently h electromhnpactexcitationofE atoms).The shape resonance reds

fiorns centrifugal burier potential, and ●ppears ●bove the threshold for excitation of

the H(N=2] state. It can therefore●utodetach to either the E(2) or H(l) continuum.

Its slightly-lower-lyingneighbo~the 1Pn=2 Feshbachreeonanceat 10.9264eV [5]—

is energetically ~ble of decay only to the ground state of neutral hydrogen, the

N=l chanrd Since the shape resonance is the only H- resonance which has been

observed to d-y to its parent state, the rneuarernentof its branchingratio, which

demonstrates the substantial eilects of electron comelation, umfirms the important
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dynamical differencesbetween shape and Feshbach-type states. Details of the param-

eters such as widths and asymmetries (Sec. V) may be especially useful in current

theoretical studies of static electric field effects on the shape resonance.

Macek’s 1967 work [19] on the photoionization of H - provided partial cross

section as well as total cross section predictions for the shape resonance. His three-

state close-coupling calculations did not include correlations, however, making his

predicted width about five times too large, but the central energy at 11.00eV turned

out to be fairly close to the eventually measured value of 10.975eV [34].

In 1972 Hyman et al [35) computed the cross sections for the H--”(2) shape

resonanceto evolve to either H(2s) + e- or H(2p) + e-, using Hyleraasbound state

wavefunctionsin a ls-2s-2p close-couplingcalculation. In this, as in all H- approxi-

mation methods, the protonis assumed to carryinfinite mass, so the wavefunctionis

solely dependenton the electrons’coordinates. In close-couplingall neutralhydrogen

eigenstates correspondingto the level under study, as well as continuumstates, are

includedin the expansionof the wave function, and the integrationis performednu-

merically.LikeMacek,these authorspredicteda width that wasquite largecompared

to the experimentalresult.

A more detailed theory using multichannel J-matrix calculations was pre-

pared by Broad and Reinhardt [36] in 1976. Their method solves the pseudostate

many-channelclose-couplingequations for H- photodetachmentusing standardcon-

figuration interaction methods and square integrable (L2) basis functions. In this
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formulation, the one-electron photodetachment “rosssection is

in the dipole velocity form, or

(2.1)

(2.2)

in the length form. The derivation using the length !orm of the dipole moment has

generally been considered to be more accurate for the H- case because the wave

function is most accurate at large values of r,

in the length form than in the velocity form

This region is more heavily weighted

37]. In (2.1) and (2.2) ‘@_(E) is the

incoming scattering wave function and @@ is the 1S ground state calculated using

configuration interaction technique. Our data is compared with at~.~c~for the n=2

resonances in Chapter 7.

The bound-free photodetachment ulcn@hnear the N=2 tiireshold WaS a130

calculated by Wishart [37]in 1979. The wavefunctions were found using close-coupling

expansion plus Hyleraas-type correlation terms. The method differs from that of

reference [35]mainly through its inclusion of these correlations, which are assumed to

depend explicitly on rlz. The correlation coefficients were determined variationally.

The shape resonance profile from this calculation does not match the experimental

,Iata as closely as profiles from other theories.

In 1982Callaway published a close-coupling-variational study of the scattering

of electrons by

were not useful

hydrogen atoms at energies near the shape resonance. The results

for comparison with our photodetachment data because, in electron
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scattering, many final angular momentum states are allowed, whereas in our case,

according to electric-dipole selection rules, the final state is always 2s+1L’I =1 PO,

where x is the parity and S is the total spin. Callaway’s method, however, was

capable of providing the 1P partial cross sections for 1s–2sand is-2p excitation, and

he supplied these unpublished results to us in February 1992 (included in Appendix

I). The energy

In 1991

dependence of his profiles agrees well with our measurements.

Liu et al [38! published one- and two-photon detachment cross sections

for the shape resonance to decay to the 2s or 2p states of neutral hydrogen with

emission of an electron. These were calculated within an adiabatic hyperspherical

representation, but diabatic potentials replaced adiabatic near the sharply avoided

crossing of the 1P ‘+’ and ‘-’ curves, (See Appendix B for further description of

diabatic and adiabatic potentials.) As seems to be the case for most hyperbpherical

coordinate treatments of the shape resonance, the predicted

20 meV too high, and the width is somewhat exaggerated.

central energy is about

2.2 Partial Decayof n=3 and 4 Resonances

It wasn’t until 1990 that the implementation of R-matrix theory was sufficiently

advanced to be able to supply cross sections for decay of the higher-lying resonances

(n=2, 3, 4) into dWerent fragmentation channels. The R-matrix approach repre~ents

a simplification over the standard reaction-matrix method in that only interactions

within a confined volume are considered when forminga baaisset of wavefunctions.

The complicationof including continuumstates is thus obviated. The specifiedvol-
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ume has a radius Ro, defined as the reaction box size. This is usually chosen to be

larger than the radius at which ‘+’ and ‘-’ channels experience a diabatic crossing,

where channel-coupling is most significant. (See Appendix B.) In these abini-

tio calcuktions, Sadeghpour and coworkers [1]incorporate an analytic description of

election motion in a dipole field with the eigenchannel form of R-matrix theory. Their

analysis of the time-delay matrix, which accounts for the delay a particle undergoes

upon penetration and reemergence from a potential well, confirms the predominance

of fragmentation to the closest energetically-available channel. The advent of these

R-matrix predictions coincided with the 1990data reported here, which measured the

relative partial cross sections for H‘==(n=2, 3, or 4) to autodetach into an electron

and a hydrogenatom in its first excited state, H(N=2). The favorablecomparison

between this theory and the expsrim~ntaldata is encouraging.

Recent workof Chrysos et af [39], carried out within the framework of the

s-called Wannier two-electron ionization ladder (TEIL), am! including interchannel

coupling, presents

for n=3, 4, and 5.

predictionsfor partial and total widths of the IP” H- resonances

The resonance wavefunctions are described as

* = * + .“:lti+ x.. , (2.3)

symmetry for the particular n state, Xl= is the

single- and pair-correlationfunctions, and X., is

where 0 is the zeroth-order form of the multicmnfigurational wavefunction and in-

cludes alI configurations of IP”

localized correlation embodying

the asymptotic part of the wavefunction which includes information from continuum

channels and contributes to autoionization. Energies and widths from this theory
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are comparable to experimental values, but cross sections are not supplied by these

authors. Branching ratios are calculated, but we have been unable to verify these,

because the allotted beamtime was shortened by circumstances beyond our control.

The proclivity for the lowest H--=(3) resonance to decay to H(2) + e, as predicted

by Chrysos’ group and others, was demonstrated however in the 1990 experiment.

2.3 Partial Cross Sections in Static Electric Fields

Experiments investigating the effects of static electric fields on H- photode-

tachment thresholds have been limited to energies near the one-electron detachment

threshold at 0.7542 eV [40, 41]. No resonances are known to exist in this region,

and field-induced ripples observed in the moss section near threshold have been de-

scribed in terms of a time-dependent autocorrelation in the outgoing wavefunction.

Semiclassical closed-orbit theory [42] and frame transformationmethods [43, M] have

also been successfully applied to this problem, but not to the study of the higher

thresholds.

Prior to the 1989 experimentalstudies of high-lying resonances exposed to

static electric fields, the only theoreticalworkin this area was confined to studies of

the resonancesnearthe H(N=2) photodetachrnentthreshold[41]. However,the rather

suzjxising results of the 1989 observations (large threshold shifts and unexpected

structuredevelopment) stimulatedtheorists to come up with explanations.
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2.~J.l Thresholds

Zero-Field Thresholds

According to Gailitis and Damburg [45], when no external electric field is present

the amplitude A of across sectional threshold is givento first orderby

AakA+~/2 (24)

where~ is the effect.ive angular momentum oftk electron pair, k = J2M(E - E,,,),

and M is the reduced mass. The influenceof the long-range dipole (VD =

1/4) from the excited “core” H atom results in an imaginary exponent,

so that the cross section u at threshold is a constant to first order.

–a/(2r2), a <

A+ 1/2 = iv,

Higher-order

terms do exist, and should cause oscillations in the cross sectionimmediately above

threshold [45]. Greene and Rau, however, show that the modulating factor is modified

by exp(–za) where a = ~a- 1/4 and a is the dipole momerd [46]. They calculated

o for the dominant photodetachment channels, and found that the exp(-xcu) factor

makes the amplitude of the expected oscillations extremely weak-too small to be

observable with our current experimental method. See Table 2.1.

Threaholcbin AppliedFields

When H-is photodetachedto H(N)+e, in the presenceof a field, the energyonset

of detachmentmay decreaseby field-loweringof the potential barrierseen by the outer

electron. Ih zero applied field, the departingelectron feelsthe dipole potential VDof
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Table2.1: Dipole parametera

tion of H(n) [46].

relevamtto X- photodetachmontaccompaniedby sxeita-

n a (au.) exp( -7rtY)

4 4.2671 1.5(10-6)

II5 6.1191 I 4.5(10-0)

6 7.9184 1.6(10-11)

the degeuezate states of the excited H atom it leaves behind.

where

23n
a * 3n2 – ~+;+l

(2.5)

(2.6)

is the dipole momentfor the lowest ‘+’ channelin each manifold(expected to be the

dominantchannel) [16].

When a field is applied, the outgoing electronalso feelathe potential from the

external field

Vp= –eFz (2.7)

(See Figure 2.1). The total potential is V(R)= VD+ V=. Letting z = IZand setting

the derivativewith respect to R of V(R) equal to zero obtains

V(R)~ 3al/3F2/3.= —.
2

If barrier-lowering is the only reason for the threshold

(2.8) to be the magnitude of the shift. It is shown in Chapter

25
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shift, we expect Eqn.

7 that this is close to
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the experimental value, but not within error bars.

After examining our data, theorists undertook

culations in hopes of understanding the discrepancy.

cigenpotential curves was suspected to be involved.

hyperspherical coordinate cal-

Field-deformation of the H-

Hyperspherical coordinate potential curves for the N=4 threshold were calcu-

lated by H. R. Sadeghpour [47] for a field of 87 kV/cm, but an interpretation in terms

of threshold shift was unrealizable owing to the large number of available channels

that can exist in a field.

A similar approach was taken by Bin Zhou and C. D. Lin [28],but only a few

presumably dominant channels were included, making for fewer complications in the

analysis. See Figure 2.2.

line) and IP”(-) (upper

In (a) F=O: The two solid lines are diabatic ‘P”(+) (lower .

line) potentials; the two daahed lines are diabatic IF”(+)

(lower line) and ‘F”(-) (upper line) potentials;

~~,, IDe, IGe, ~d 1~”(+) pOtentids. h (b)

the dotted lines, fromthe bottom, are

F’=87 kV/crn: the dotted curves are

adiabatic potentials; the lower [upper] solid line is the diabatic curve which convergea

to the zero-field IP”(+) [lP”(-)] potential at small R.

These theoretical investigations show that a weak residual coupling between

the l~” ‘+’ and ‘-’ channels allows the states associated with the ‘+’ channelto decay

throughthe ‘-’ channel. The effect is to shift the thresholddownwardby an amount

comparableto the measuredvalue. The comparisonmay be seen in Chapter 7.

Whena fieldis presentthe ‘+’ and ‘-’ channelsno longerconvergeto the same

asymptotic (R ~ m) limit.Figure 2.3 shows that for the case of H(4) production,
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the ‘-’ curve is loweted in a field F=87 kV/cm while the ‘+’ curve is raised. The

arrowindicates the position of the zero-fieldthreshold. The energy positions of the

three lowest resonance states in the IPO(+)potential at F=87 kV/cm are shown

by the horizontal bars. The channel coupling-most significant near the crossing

point at abour R=45 au—allows the outer electron in the ‘+’ state populated by

photoabaorptionto excape or tunnel through the potential barrierof the ‘-’ channel.

The new detachment threshold is thus determined by the barrierheight of the ‘-’

curve,ratherthan the ‘+’ curve [28]. This explains why the ‘a’ value of Equation2.6

does not give the correctred.

As the thresholds shift downwardsfrom their zero-fieldpoaitions, structures

(peaks, dips, steps) are observedin the shifted-thresholdregion. This structuremay

be partly attributable to field-assisted tunneling of H-”-(n) doubly-excited autode-

tachingresonanceswhich convergefrom below to each H(n) threshold. (A detailed

descriptionof thesestates can be found in in reference[26].) Xnzemfield these can

be observedonly in the H(N< n - 1) continuum [48]because the innerelectron must

exchangeenergywith the outer electron if autodetachmentis to occur. As suggested

by Lin [49],however,the field may supply the outer electron with enough energy to

allow●utodetachmentwithoutdkcting the principal quantum numberof the inner

electron. Itwouldthereforeremainin the n level, and the resonancewouldbe observ-

●ble in the H(n) channel. ‘Ehefollowing order-of-magnitudecalculation shows that

fiew d in thi8experimentareof dicient ~trangthforthisprocemtooccur.

Considerfor example the H-=-(5) statewith n=5 and m=7 belowthe H(5)
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threshold. The distance from the inner (outer) electron to the proton is d (s), Take

d = 52a0 (typical H(5) atom) and s = 77 au. (from hyperspherical calculations of

Sadeghpour), ‘I’hefield seen by the outer electron is the dipole field of the “core”

hydrogen atom

—– =30 ~.
ed

F = (s+ d/2)3 cm
(2.9)

So an external field ~ 30 kV/cm should be able to strip the outer electron, making

the :Csonaficeobservable in the H(s) channel”

More detailed calculations of Zhou and Lin explain this behaviorin terms of

the changingshape of the potential curves in afield (28]. While it is also true that 4=0

and 2 states may be mixed in by the field, these werenot includedin the calculations,

but those which should appear above the Chiftedthresholds are probably too narrow

to be reaolved anyway [50, 51].

2.S.2 Resonances in Applied Fields

The same theoreticalinvestigation [28]offersan explanation of the changein the

II(N=4) crosssection appearingin a field of 87 kV/crn, wherea dip whichis not seen

in lower field strengths develops near 13.51 eV. It is suggested that a ‘+’ potential,

which supports a Feuhbach-type resonance in zero-field, can develop into a centrifugal

b-r when a field is applied, giving rise to a shape resonance doue the zerdield

threshold. The dip ia interpreted as the thir~ lowest resonance associated with the

IF c+~potenti~ Cme conver~ng to the H(4) tk=hold. C-S =tion ~clllatioM

provetoo computer-intensive,but the field-shiftedenergy of this state (13.511 eV )
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calculated by Zhouand Lin using the WKB approximation compares favorably with

the central energy of the observed dip. (See Chapter 7).

Although no rigorous theoretical work has been dcmeon the effect of fields on

states for n >2, qualitative statements may be made on the subject. The zero-field

H-”-(n) states— here observed in theH(n–1) channel-should decrease in ampiitude

when a field is applied, simply because the outer electron can tunnel through the

lowered barrier. Since the higher-lying states in each resonant series are more loosely-

bound, they should deplete and disappear in smaller field strengths than the ones that

lie lower in energy.

Resonances which do not completely ‘disappear” should become asymmetric

in fields strong enough to cause visible mixing of the IPO states with even parity

states, such as ‘DCand 1S8. Spectral repulsionis also expected, whereinthe Stark

states may move away from each other. A shift in the central energy may be taken

as evidence of this behavior.

Using R-matrix methods, Greene and Slonim [52] have predicted that the

width of the H- shape resonanceshould change with field strength in an oscillatory

manner (See Appendix J). Feshbach resonances are expected to exhibit the same type

of width-oscillation. This aspect, as well u queuchiug and asymmetry of high-lying

resonances, hasbeenexaminedand reportedin Chapter 7.
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Chapter 3

ExperimentalMethod

3.1 The LAMPF H- Beam

used for the study of H- physics since theThe LAMPF external beam has been

emly 1970’s. The highest energy negative hydrogen beam in the world at the time of

this writing, it offers unique opportunities to study high-lying structures in the H-

photodetachment spectrum, aa discussed in Section 3.2.

The H- ions are produced in an optically-pumped polarized ion source (OP-

PIS). A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 3.1. Protons from aneiectrcm-cyclotron-

resonance source pick up spin-polarized electrons from a sodium vapor which is op-

tically pumped by titanium-doped sapphire (Ti-Saf) lasers. The resulting electron-

polarized H atoms then traversea magnetic-field-reversedregion. ‘I’hisstimulates

Sona transition wherebythe electron-spinaligned atomic beam is transformedinto

proton-spinaligned beam [53). H- ions are formedin a aecond unpolarizedsodium

vapor chamber, yielding a proton-pclarizedH- beam, called P’-. Our experiments
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are such that the polarization of the proton contributes no discernible effect. We

accepted polarized and unpolarized beam in 199o.

From the source the ions are field-acceleratedby a Cockcroft-Walton (CW)

type accelerator. On exiting the CW columns, they enter a zoo foot drift tube linac

which uses a 201.25 MHz alternating electric field for acceleration. The ions then

enter a side-coupled-cavity linac which accelerates them to a very high energy in a

relatively short distance as comparedwith the drift-tube method (54]. The H- final

beam energy achieved in this manner is 8x 108 electron volts, which means the ions

move faaterthan 4/5 lightspeed.

The negative ion beam is directed towards HIRAB (in Area B) by a pulsed

magnet at the beam switchyard (See Figure), and arrives in the experimental area

in pulsed form at repetition rates up to 120 pulses per second. These macropulses,

normally a few hundred microseconds in duration, themselves have a micro-time-

structure comprised of 1/4 nanosecond (ns) pulses spaced anywhere from 5-100 as

apart, depending on the chopping used during a particular run cycle. The duty

cycle, or fraction of time that the accelerator delivers particles to the experiment, can

thus range from about 1.5x 10-4 to 5.4x 10-3, subject to the macropulse length and

micropulse spacing. For the 1990 run, the macropuhm were 800 ps luitg with IGI M

micropulse spacing.

The beam currents used in the experiments discussed here varied from about

100 picoamps to 1 nanoamp. The typical diameter of the beam spot on arrival in our

experimental area is 2 + 1 mm, measured using a fluorescent screen (See section 3.6).
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3.2 Relativity’s Role

Relativistic ion beams provide the opportunity to study photodetachment over

a continuous range of photon ene, ~:.:~. The range deperds on the ion beam velocity

v. For u a Otk one obtains energy tunability over about an order of magnitude.

The energy Ec~f of a laboratory photon as viewed from the ion’s frame is

given by the Lorentz transformation,

ECM= Yfh – @YPs , (3.1)

where pz is the z-component of the photon’s lab momentum vector, and @and y are

the usual relativistic quantities, Using p. = –plAcos a and EfA = pf~ for photons,

we have (See Appendix A)

where a is the angle of laser-ion beam intersection, taken to be zero when the beams

meet head-on. Thus, rotation of the laser beam with respect to the ion beam effec-

tively tunes the photon frequency v ==E/h seen by the moving ions. This process is

accordingly called ‘Doppler tuning”. Using a variety of lasers (Nd:YAG, CC)Z,ArF),

photon energies in the barycentric frame may be produced ranging from 1.16 to 14.4

eV for an 800 MeV beam. In contrast, dye laser photon energies are tunable only

from about 1.1to 4.1 eV and Ti-Saf lasers from about 1.3 to i.8 eV.

The relativistic transformations also induce an enhancement in the intensity

of the laser. The intensity is proportional to the magnitude of the Poynting vector

@ x El [55]. Transforming ~ and H according to the Lorentzfield transformation
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formulas [56]obtains

ICM = ~a(l+ p cos a)2

Sofor fl=O.842and a=O, an order of magnitude is

(3.3)

also gained in laser intensity.

Figure 3 displays intensity vs intersection angle for our lasers.

%S Elnergy Resolution

The energy resolution is dictated by theenergy spread and divergenceof both

the laserand the H- beam. The equation for the energyresolutionis found by taking

partial derivativeswith respect to the parameters u, p, and EL of the Doppler-shift

equation for the center-ofmass energy E (Eqn. 3.2).

The quantities 6EL,6~, and Jp are considered to be uncorrelated,so that

the energy resolution 6E/E may be taken aa a sum in quadratureof. the partial

derivatives.Neglecting all but the lowest order term obtains

where4EL/EL is the Iiuewidthof the laser, 6a is the combined angular divergence

of the laser and ion beams, and 4F/p is the momentum sprcd of the H- beam. The

energy spreadof the laser beam (linewidtk) is in our c- negligible (= 1 peV).

The dominant contributors to 6E/E are the 6p/p term and the $a term.

These are plotted vs a along with 61?/E in Figure 3.3 using the relevant values for

our experiments. The VaIueof &p/p=5(10-4) is attainableusingmomentumbunching

of the 716MeVH- beam[57]. For800 MeVbeamthe momentumspreadisgreater
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by about a factor of five.

The actual energyresolution waameaauredinseveral runs, by scanning the

H-*”(2) Feshbach reaonance. Theoretical values for the full width at half maximum

(FWHM) of this feature are generally around 30 peV [58],so its measuredwidth is a

good determination of our experimental resolution, found to be 7+1 meV.

3.4 1990 Apparatus

The 1990 basic uetup is sketched in

perimental area in an evacuated6“ beam

Figure 3.4. On entering the HIRAB ex-

tube, the 800 MeV H- beam providedby

LAMPF firutpassea through a vertical steering magnet which is used to direct the

ion beam to the center of the interaction region. Next it passea through a chamber

whouemain function is to introduce foils by rerrmte control into the beam’s path in

foil transmiaaionexperiments, but which also contains a slide of fluorescentrnateriai

which can be inuertedin the beam line to aid in location and steering of the beam

for all experirndao

A sweep magnet, just downstreamof the sliding foilchamberis set to sweep

free electrons out of the beam before

dao be used to selectively field-ionize

they re~ the interaction

Rydberg etates created in

dmti.j Any neutral particks which may be present are not

electrons am the signal of interest in thiaexperiment.

region. (It may

foil-transmission

a problem,since

NexttheH- beam enters the fimt interactionregion(thebigchamber,region

1 in Figure 3.5) where it intersects the fourth harmonicof our Nd:YAGlaser (YAG)
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at a series of angles a which provide the center-of-mass (CM) energy needed to span

the particular state we choose to excite (See section 3.2) by the reactions

H- + hv + H(N)+ e- (3.5)

and

H- + hv ~ H-”=(n) d H(N)+ e-, (3.6)

where hv = Ec~ and H(N) is the neutral hydrogen atom in either its ground state or

an excited state with N <

to its “parent” state H(2).

n if n >2. (For n=2, the H--” shape resonance can decay

More on this later.) The doubly-excited state H--”(n > 1)

thus produced then decays to H(N) + e- before leaving the chamber (H-”o lifetimes

~ 10-12seconds).

About one and a half nanoseconds later the H atoms, some in the N=2 excited

state, encounter the second laser beam in the ‘promotionn chamber. The neutral

atoms and freed electrons then pass through the second interaction region (little

chamber, region 2 in Figure 3.5). In the case of the pnrtial decay experiments, they

are intersected by the first harmonic of the YAG. By rotating the mirrorarrangement

(Figure 3.6) in the little chamber, the intersecting laser beam is moved to the angle

which provides the CM photon energy necessaryto excite H(N=2) to H(n).

When detecting electrons, the H(N) partial decay state we wish to obeerve

must be promotedto H(n) because the spectrometeris incapableof strippinglower-

N states while still maintainingthe proper electron trajectory. The process in the
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promotion chamberis

H(fV =2)+ hv’ ~ Jf(N’) - H& + e (3.7)

where N’= 11 and the double arrow indicates that the second step proceeds in an

ekctric field. The H(11)s are then stripped of their electrons by our electron spec-

trometer (region 3 of Figurt: 3.5), These electrons, when detected in coincidence with

a laser pulse and an H- beam pulse, constitute our signal for production of H(2).

The experimental procedure described above can, in principle, dso be used

to detect autodetachments that leave the atom in its ground state H(l), if the fourth

harmonic of the YAG is used in the promotion chamber. This method was not

practicable, however, because the two interactions

H- + hv --+ H(1)+ e (3.8)

and

If(l) + hu -+ H(fV’) + e (3.9)

can occur in sequence within the second interaction region. The H- single photon

photodetachment cross section is large near the energy ef the ~nd laser. There

are many more H- ions in the beam at the seumd laser than there are H(I) atoms

from shape resonance autodetachment. T% net result is that far more protons are

produced from (3.8) plus (3.9) than from decay of the shape resonan~, making the

measurement of the cross section for H--- (2) ~ H(1) unfeasible.

For the total cross section measurement of the shape ramnance described in

Chapter 7 the second laser beam was not used.,and the spectrometermagnet was set
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to detect convoy (free) electrons fromphotodetachrnentand photoexcitation by the

first laser with subsequent autodetachment.

The beam itself must also be monitored for normalization and timing pur-

poses, so additional detectors are placed further downstream cfthe scattering cham-

bers. Before reaching these detectors, the beam is separated into its four different

charge components (H-, H, p, and e-) by along magnet. This magnet allows the

difierent chiwgespecies to be separated, but not by too much, so that scattering by

the heavy particlesoff the beampipe walls is minimized. About 11$ feet downstream

from the long magnet the three heavy components of the beam exit through a thick

stripping foil into air in our beam dump area,creating threeseparated proton beams

whose trajectories depend on the charge species from which they originated. A thin

scintillation detccior placed immediately downstream of the foil is remotely moved

across the exit region to intercept any of the thne beams. We call this the “proton

detector”.

In previous runs a paddle scintillator just downstream of the proton detector

was used to monitor the timing atructure of the beam, as wellas relative amplitude of

the micropulses, but had been found to saturate. Therefore,I deeignedand installed

a ~erenkov detector to monitor the pulses, and placed it just behind the paddle

xintillator. Because the beam current waa lower than in other yearn, the paddle

in fact had no saturation problemsin 1990, but the oerenkov detector worked well

and served as the beam monitor. In the case of beam structure with micropuks

separatedby only five nR,the ~erenkov detector,with a responseof about 1 ns, will
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be essential, as the paddle scintillator response is about 20 ns.

A fast ion chamber, located between the ~erenkov detector and a Faraday

cup located at the furthest downstream poaition of the beam, was not used in the

experiment. The Faraday cup, however, embedded in the beam dump, played an

important role in that it signaled when a predesignated quantity of charge had entered,

so that the laser angle should be changed. Details on the use of this signal appear in

Section 6.1.

Our beamline vacuum was maintained by three ion pumps. The first was

between the vertical steering magnet and the foil chamber, the second pumped the

promotion chamber, and the third was just downstream of the long magnet. In

addition, two cryogenic pumps and a turbopump were used. One cryopump was

attached to the promotion chamber and one opposite the furthest-downstream ion

pump. The turbopump pumped on the beampipe just downstream of the electron

spectrometer.

A nude ion gauge on the promotion chamber indicated a pressure of about

4(10-8) Torr throughout the run, in agreement with the currents measured in the ion

pumps. This is not a very good vacuum by most standards, and could have cawmd

high background if protons had been the signal of interest, aa in the 1989 run [57].

It did cause a small problem in 1990 because some laser-detachedelectrons from the

residual gas seem to have made their way into the electron spectrometer (See Section

6.1).
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3.5 1989 Apparatus

The 1989experimentalconfigurationforthe electric fieldstudieashown in Figure

3.7 differed somewhat from the 1990situation. The reaonancea of interest were thoae

converging on the H(N=5,6, and 7) thresholds. Theae were excited as in the 1990

experiment description-by scxmningthe YAG fourth harmonic through the necessary

range of a. Two parallelsteel capacitor plates separated by one centimeter supplied

the electric field to the interaction region in the big chamber. The field seen by

the ions is FCM = yFId, where Fld varied from O to 50 kV/cm and ~=1.85, so

FCMa O+ 90 kV/cm.

In the 1989 experiment the photon energy ranged from 13.4 to 14.2 eV, en-

compassing the H(N=4, 5, and 6) thresholds. Measuredpartial decay croaasectiona

display large downwardshifts in the threshold energy in response to applied static

electric fields ranging from Oto 90 kV/cm. “S’heterm “threahokl”,which is not well-

defird in the presenceof fields, iahere taken to mean the apparentthresholdor onset

of electron detachment.

The excited neutralhydrogenatoms H(N>l) formedby the photodetachment

of H- arefield-st:ippedand detected as protonsdownstreamin a scintillationcounter.

An ionizing magnet located between the scattering chamberand the detector allows

the aelection of the specific N state to be monitored. For example, at CM energiea

betwam13S and 13.80 eV, only H atomo withprinapal quantu& number N~4

are produced. The ionizing magnet is set to a field which stripa H(4), but lemma

10WWstates unafkcted. The resulting protonaare dekted by ● charge-separating
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magnet into a separate counter from the neutral atoma, and constitute the signature

for photodetachment when observed in coincidence with a lam pulse. At higher

photon energies, atoms with N = 5 and 6 were counted in a similar manner.

The dominantdecaychannel, expected to be H(n-1), was monitored by setting

a stripping magnet to a fieldwhichdetacheselectronsfromH(n-1) while leaving

lower levels intact. Protons were then the event signal, detected downstream in a

scintillation counter. Background was a biggerproblemthan in the electron detection

scheme of 1990, but w- carefully monitoredand subtracted. Details of the prousa

are given in reference [57].

3.6 Beam alignment aids

To assist the accelerator operatora in steering the H- beamalong a straight

line through the bearnpipein theHIRABexperirmmtalareA,fourremotely-insertable

phosphorescentscreens have been inataikd in vacuurmThe furthest upstream phos-

phorescentamen (’fluor”), holck a slot in the eliding foilchamber. The eeand f!uor

is attached with Torr-Sealto the electric field plateuwhich may be moved in and out

of the beam line using a voltagedependent actuator. The third tluor is attached to

the sanMtype of actuator in the littk chamber,and a fourth actuator, in the beam

dump area, amveoa largerfluor in andout of the beam. All these regions are moni-

tored with TV carruras,whoaesignals may be aent to the atraf control room of the

acceleratorand the HIRABcountinghouae.Usuallytheiimt(foilchunber)andlast

fluoraaresticient to+gu thebeam.
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Chapter 4

Gadgets

The devices used in MO for detection and control along the beam fine in our

experimental area are described here. For 1989 devices, see reference[571.

4.1 Laserand Optics

For both the 1990 and 1989 studies, the fourth harmonic (EL=4.66 eV) of a

Spectra Physics Q-switched DCR-2A Nd:YAG laser (Figure 4.1) was intersectedwith

the H- beam. The laser’s active medium (triply-ion.izedri.wdymium)is optically

pumped by a flash lamp whose output matches principal absorption bands in the

red and near-nfrared. Excited electrons quickly deexcite to the upper ievel of the

king transition (F3t2) as shown in Figure 4.2 [59]. The dominant laser transition

to the 1111~state emits a 1064 nrn photon (fundamental). The frequency conversion

to the fourth harmonic was accomplished by separatingthe harmonicsin a quartz

Pellin-Brocaprism. The DCR-2 prism harmonicseparatoris pictured in Figure 4.3,
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where rectangular optics are half-wave plates, and triangular optics are prisms which

are translated to intercept and direct the different harmonics.

to the

After passing through the prism, the fourth (first) harmonic beam is directed

big (little) chamber by two dielectric mirrors (reflectivity s 9! L9%). The

laser beam enters the chamber through a quartz window. Inside the chamber it

encountersthe mirror arrangement or ‘spider”, which holds three mirrors connected

to an encoder-equipped

angle.

stepping motor, allowing the change of laser-H- intersection

The pulse repetition rate wns 10 pps, with an output-pub time-jitter of less

than 1/4 ns and a divergenceof about 1 mr. The laser delivered50 mJ/pulse with

a pulse length of 9 no. The laser beam in the chambermeasured 0.1 cm by 1 cm, .

yielding an intensity

Power 1 w
I=

Pulae length x Beam area
- 6(107)a (4.1)

with an intenaityin the center of mass of about5x(l@).

4.2 Detectors

4.2.1 Electron Spectrometer

our most important detector, the electron spectrometer,wsa designed and built

in 1986 [60]. Figure 4.4 depicts the basic characteristics. The main Workingcorupo-

nent ia the wire-wrapped solenoid cavity which is in direct contact with the evacuated

beamline. The magnetic field B of the solenoid is seen in the frame of the H- ions
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and fragments (protons and electrons) as an electric field F, given by the Lorentz

transformation F’ = y$cf3 in S.1. units (See section 3.2). This means that changing

l?-by changing the current supplied to the solenoid–changes the electric field. This

ability to choose electric field strength allows us to selectively strip electrons from

neutral hydrogen in different excited states that result from autoionization of the H-

doubly-excited state.

The device is capable of stripping and detecting electrons from H atoms having

n ~ 10 (momentum resolution S 1.5%). To detect remnants for n < 10, we must

either detect the H+ fragment, or promote the atom to a higher level before it reaches

the spectrometer. The fcrmer method was used for the 1989electric field experiment,

while the latter was used for the 1990 partial decay experiment.

The stripped electrons pass through a thin (0.5 roil) mylar foil after traversing

a 180degree bend in the spectrometer, and are detected in a scintilla x-photomultiplier-

tube combination, Only ebctrons which arrive (after a suitable iirnhw delay) in

coincidence with a laser puise intersecting a beam pulse are rcxxw..edby our data

acquisition system (See Section 6.1).

4.2.2 ~erertkov detector

In the summer of 1990 I designed and installed a mineral oil ~erenkov counter

(built at the University of New Mexico machine shop) ia the HiRAB beam line

between the paddle scintillator and the fast ion chamber. The counter waa intended

to replace the paddle-shaped scintillation detector becauaetherewere probiemawith
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scintillator saturation in the past, which made relatin amplitude information for the

micropulsea unobtainable.

A diagramof thecounterisshownin Figure4.S. With 9=0.842, the&renkov

angle0. is36°,asgiw by theformula[61]

(4.2)

where the index of tiaction ~ ia 1.47 for mineral oii. A spherical aluminum mirror

was mounted at an angle of O. beIow the particle track to rekt into the window

&renb photona hom800 MeV protons, but cxn also be mounted at different angleu

for difkrent beam energiea or &renb medh I initially ddgned the dektor for

wateras nwdiurn,but ~ta showing rapidmirroroordon by hydrdysia prompted
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the change to mineraloil.

Three Amperex XP2262 photomultiplier tubes detected the ~erenkov light

exiting the 5“ diameter ultraviolet (UV) transmitting window. (Actually one of the

tubes went bad, but the counter still worked quite well with only two, or even one.) To

enhance ultraviolet light detection, BBQ wavelength shifter w- inserted between the

photomultiplier tubes and ~erenkov box window, which was made of uv transmitting

plastic.

We are interested in the relative amplitudes of the micropulses, so we do

not need to know the absolute efficiency of the detector, but we must reao{vethe

micropulses. The detector worked we]) for 100 ns micropulse spacing in 1990. For 5

ns spacing, however, we must use different wavelength shifter windows, aa the wne

resolution

I replaced

excitation

resolution

is limited by the 18DSdecay time of fluorescence in B13Q.For this reason

the BBQ with BC-480 fluorescent converter from Bicron, which haa an

wavelength of 300 nm and peak emission at 425 nm. It ostensibly haa a

time of about 2 ns, but our detector has not yet been t-ted with this

new wavelength shifter due to lack of beam delivmy’%othe HIRAB area. The time

resolution of the counter itself is just the time it takcathe photon to travel the path

in the mineral oil, about

4.2.3 Faraday Cup

The 700 kg Faraday

4.6. The 800 MeV proton beam stops in half ameterof lead surrounded by a graphite
,,

1 na.

cup installed at the end of our beamlineis depicted in Figure
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shell. The magnet schematically

secondary electron emission [62].

a teflon-coated wire to a current

shown in the figure reduces current lost through

The charge collected in the cup migrates through

digitizer that transmits pulses to a visual scaler.

These are used for trigger information and normalization purposes. (See Section 5.1)

Tests have shown that absolute Droton beam intensities may be measured with an

accuracy of better than one percent for 800 MeV protons [62].

/
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Chapter 5

Data Acquisition

s.1 Hardware

We used Nuclear Instrumentation Modulea (hJIM)and Computer Automated

Measurementand Control (CAMAC) for the digital electronic interfacing the ex-

perimental equipment (lasers, detectora, gaussrwtem etc.) with a Digital Equipment

Corporation pVAX computer system. The NIMunits~uch as discriminator, gate

and delay generators,linearand logic fans, qVt, ampliiiem,coincidenceunits-sorted

and shaped the signala to be fd into the CAMAC modules (ADCS, TDCS, trig-

ger modules, hex scdem, etc), which are interfad with the computer via a mi-

ammable branch driver (MBD). A listing of CAMAC modul= (from theCroprogr

HIRAB.QALfile) is given in Appendix F.

The circuits forthe 1990experimentareshown in Figureo5.1 through5.6. The

experimental trigger was a coincidence among five amditiona (Figure 18(a)). Fimt,

the FaradayGUpmust be acquiringcounts and mwt not havereacheda pmetnumber
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of counts (set by the user on a NIM timer/counter unit). Second, the computer must

not be busy processing a previousevent. This is checkedby a Q-busy output on the

LAMPF trigger mcdule (a CAMAC unit). Third, the spider stepper motor may not

be busy, as monitored through the ccmputer by a CAMAC stepper motor cxmtroller

(SMC-11). I’ourlh, an H- beam pulse must be in progress (UN02 signal from the

central control rum). Fifth, a fast photodiode signal must be present, indicating

that the laser has fired. ff these five conditions exist, a start gate exists, and the

computer collects event data from ADCS, TDCS etc. Backgrounddata is collected

under similar conditions except that the laser must not be firing. The start gate for

the background-data-collectingADCSwas simply delayed a sufficientamount of time

as shown in Figure5.7.

The laser flash lamp

of the laser light. A signal

must be fired3 ms beforethe Q-switch allows the release

(UN02) from the acceleratoroperators tells us approxi-

mately when the H- pulse is expected to arrive. This permits time for the firingof

the flaahlamps. The accuaiarrivalof the H- macropuiseis signaled by the (!erenkov

detector. A signal is then sent to the Q-switch to fire the laser in time to intercept

the H- beam whik the macropulseis stilI passing.

By setting the rotating mirrorassembly ban angk where the photodetach-

ment croessection is high, the largenumberof rmutrdhydrogenatoms producedgives

a distinctive laser-relatedsignal in the proton detector. The timing of the laser may

then be optimized, insuringthat the interactiontakes pb well inaidethe macropulse

and ●way fkornany parts of the rnacropulsethat maybe unsteady.
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This optimization is more difficult, however,without a friendly beam struc-

ture. Iu the 1990 run, the micropulse separation was 100 ns and the laser pulse

duration 9 ns at 10 Hz. Adjusting the laser timing to intercept a micropuke waa

touchy. Jitter of the laseror any small timing drift can cawMa significantsigmdloos.

In the future, 5 M micropulsespacing would insure that there would always be some

overlapof micropuhreand laser pulse within a macropulee.

5.2 Software

The event signals acquiredby the CAMAC trigger module are stored in a mi-

croprogrammable branch

the data from the MBD

driver(MBD) until a software command isgiven to retrieve

and store it in an array. The “Q” data acquisition code

(63]developed at LAMPF was used in this experiment. In this code the data is read

into the MBD btier using ‘readw(RCn) comman& in a file called HIRAB.QAL.

From this file differentmoduleaare read or written to, depending on which event is

specified. The cornmanda are related to typical CAMAC ‘FCNA’ cornrnamb by a

database if the particularCAMAC rrmdule(updki in the DEVICE cmnmand) is

contained in the Q database QMODULE.DAT.If not,● ‘TFCNA’ umrnandisused

k performfunctions on a module.

Changeof laser-ion-beam intcmectionangle, change andcheckofepectrorne

ter field, and resetting of the Fartufaycup chargeCQunter~ a f- of the functione

performedby thecmmputerayatem, Duringa run (begun by the- typing ‘QRU”),

whenever a pred&nOd amount of ~ is reached in the Faraday cup (Event
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4), the compukx closes the run gate, discontinuingdata acquisition. If a laser ex-

perimer-.t is in progress (Configuration 1), the intersection angle is then changed in

the appropriate chamber via a stepper motor controller,unless the numberof angle

changes already performedhas reached a preset number (100 in this experiment).

In that case, the mmputer signals the user to stop the run by typing “QFI” at the

termirml. If a spectrometer scan is in progrem (Configuration2), the field of the

~pectrometeris stepped after each Event 4, until a preset numberof steps is reached.

ADCS and TDCS are read after each laser shot and magnetometers are read nfter

each macropulse(Event 9).

The acquired signal data is retrieved from the MBD using the command

AGETEV, which stoma the data in the specified arraysin the order named in the

COMMON/EVENTn/ARRAYS...EOA statement in the PROCn.FOR subroutines.

The Q data acquisition code incorporate many files and subroutine, and can

be quite confusing to the user. A detailed descriptionof the data flowmaybe found

in reference[64].

Forthe IWOdata analysis I modified the de to print “shot-to-shot” infor-

mation. That is, rather than have just sums or averageaof events with pedestalaand

slop included, as normally written to the data file, I wanted to examine the raw

data of events seen during each laser shot. To thia end, I entered a new EQUIVA-

LENCE pUUBEt4X called SHOT in HH?AB.INC.IfSHOTis set to unity by the user,

then rawdata will be printedto thedatatileinthewbroutineIVt0C8.FOR.The

modifiedPIWC8.FORis includedinAppendixE. The ~tc of thismodification
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are discussed in Section 6,1.
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Chapter 6

Data Analysis

6.1 1990 Analysis

The experiment to measure H(n=2) production printed tc the data file the

number of electrons detached from H(2) per intersection angle. Each run covered

100 angl~ in step sizea chosen by the user before each run. In our data acquisition

system pedestals may be subtracted, and the tendency for the very intense laser

to detach electrons from more than one ion taken into account. Theae functions are

accomplished using shared parameters in the dynamic parameter array. The user must

input these parameters (pedestal and inverse of slope) in or&r to see the ‘correct”

count of detached electrons in the on-line histograms. To find theseparameters,one

musthistogramelectroncounts w pulse heightfor the electron spectrometerdetector,

fit the peaks for at kaat singleekctron and tw~dectmn hits to a Gaussian profile,
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andfit thepeak positions to the polynomial

Pfl(n) = m * n + p . (6.1)

PLf(n) is the pulse height of the peak, n is the peak number (peak number=n for

n-electron hits), and p is the pedeatal (essentially ADC pechtal). After finding the

slope m and pedestal by this fit, they are manually entered in the PRM file. The

computer then writea to the data file and histograms the number of electrons detected

by calculating

n = Nearest integer [:(Pff -p)]. (6.2)

A detailed explanation is given in Reference [64].

As mentioned in the data acquisition chapter, the computer actually acquired

the number of electrons per laser shot (x 300 Iaaer shots per angle) from the CAMAC

modules. The original program used during the experimental run calculated the

average number of electrons per laser shot and wrote that value to the data fi!e, so

that the file held one value per angle. Similarly, average valuea were remrded for

the detectors whose signals were used for normal”ntion (&renkov, fiuu photodiode

signal, etc.). As described in Section 5.2 and AppendixE, I modified the code to

output raw dGta to the data files, so comparisonsCOU14be made for each law shot.

The results showed some spuriousevents (cauaeunknown)where a value of zero waa

red from the electron detector ADC. This rmnns that the ABC pedestai was not

even recorded. I modified the PROC8.FOR so theae events would not be included

in the averageddata In the shot-t-shot data file the pedeatal from the AI)C port

muting real electron-spectrometerevents was seen to match that found by fitting
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the multipl~hit peaks. The ADCpedestalfrom the addraa used for background

collection waanot the same as that usedforrealeventcollection.Inour case this waa

not important, as laser-offbackgroundwaa essentially nonexistent in our detection

method, hut it might be beneficial for future experiments to aet all ADC pedestala

equal before a run.

6.1.1 Cross Section Calculation

The data from different runs were combined after normalization to H- beam

currentand laser intensity. The crosamction at each angle u ia given by

@ain C2
(6.3)= = ‘R IJ(l+ ~ W8 a) ‘

where I and J are the H- and photon currents, and R u the rate of H production.

The @in a/(1 + ~ aa ~) factor accounts for the changing CM photon flUXad b-

overlap with change in anglecx. G is a geometrical factor which depends on the spatial

and temporal ovdap of the beams. Sinceweareas yet unableto dekrxmn“ e thae

overlap in our experhmts, G b treated Man arbitraryconetant,andcroaseections

arerelative.

The crow oectionafrom runs with the same cxmditionswere combined and

binned.For the 199Qshape resonancedat%binsaretwomeVwide. Binsarefdur

rneVwidefor theH--(4) datk andthe H--(3) data= unbind.
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6.1.2 Background Subtraction

Although our background-count detectors showed no counts when the laser waa

not firing, our shape resonance data indicates that we should also have counted back-

ground with the laser firing between macropubies. This is evident in the H(N=2)

channel data where a non-zero cross section was observed below the n=2 threshold.

For these runs, a constant found by fitting to the level below threshold was subtracted

from the data.

In subtracting the background for the total shape resonance cross section

measurement 1 made the assumption that the N=2 partial cross section accounts for

75%of the total at a photon energy of 11.1 eV. The theoretical predictions for this

ratio are 77% by Broadand Reinhardt,76%by Sadeghpouret al, and 72%by Hyman

et al. 1 further assumed that that the background waa flat,

For the n=3 and 4 cross sections, background subtraction waa not necessary,

as only relative croas sections (and not branching ratioe) are reported for thiu energy

region.

6.1.3 Energy Calibration and Resolution

For total cross section dibration the energy segion of the n=2 Feshbach peak

waascanned. In off-line analysis, energies were calibrated to this narrow peak whose

energy is well known from experiment [23]. Since the profileis effectively a delta

function (~* 30 peV)[58],itg observedwidth demonstratesour energy resolutionof

0.007+0.001 eV (Figure 6.1). For partial decay cross sections, calibration waato the
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H(N=!i?)thresholdat 10.953,eV.

6.1.4 Fitting the Data

All fits were convoluted with a Gaussian function to correct for experimental

resolution.

H-””(-3 and 4) Fits

These reaommces wtre fitto the Fam function (Eqn. 1.6)—the usual procedure

for Feshbach-typeresonances. The results are displayedin Section 7.1.

H-0*(n=3) Shape ResonanceFits

In order to establish the width, central energy, and asymmetry of the shape

resonance, a function is needed which coincides well with the experimental data.

Traditionally the function formulatedby Fano (Eqn. 1.6) has been used to fit the

observed H- resonant cross sections. The formulation requires, however, that param-

eters such as width I’ and asymmetry q be constants with reape@to energy across

the width of the resonance. This may not be the case for the ~hape resonance.

Other functionshave been suggested whose parameters%omMINUIT [65]fits

are listed in Table 7.2 along with the Fano paranwters. Broad [66]suggested letting

that part of the cxmtinuum (c.) which interacts with the reaonance vary linearly with

energy across the range of the fit. Thus I replaced ~. in (1.6) by U. + t(Ous/&) with

(&r./&) as an extra fitting parameter. The resulti of fitting to this form are Iistui

in the table as Fit ‘Bn.
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I also tried the extension of the Fano-type treatm~nt proposed by Starace [29]

to fit partial decay cross sections in the vicinity of a resonance. 1n this approach a new

complex variable o(pE) is introduced to account for the kmndary condition satisfied

by the wave function for an outgoing electron in a particular observable channel

p. The fit using equation (26) of reference [29] incorporates two new parameters,

the imaginary

with the usual

and real parts of a, in addition to the regular Fano parameters. As

Fano function, however, this form is actually meant to be applied to

Iiarrowerresonance~whose parameters have no energy dependence.

Part of the diffimdty in fitting to these functions may be that the Iow energy

shoulder of the shape resonance lies on the threshold for production of H(2). I there-

fore tried fitting to a cross section formula that is a product of the

law and the usual Breit-Wigner resonance formula, as suggested

Wignerthreshold

by Peterson [67].

Neither the partial nor the total shaDc resonance cross section is s good fitto this

function (~a/v ~10). A variation of width with energy, or the n=2 Feshbach reso-

nance lying very near threshold, may explain the poor

with this formulation.

eorreapondenceof our data

6.1.s Systematic Erwin

The H(2) detection scheme is flawed in that the angularmomentum content of

the observedH(2) atoms is not well characterized.That is, we don’t knowhow many

of those arriving at the electron spectrometerare in the 2S state and how many in

2p-for tworeasons.
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First, the promotion chamber is located 27.75 inchefi downstream from the

laser-H- interaction chamber. This means that, in the frame of the moving atom, 1.5

ns elapses before it reaches the second laser. The lifetime of the E(2p} state is only

1,6 ns, so that approximately 60% of the H(2p) atoms decay to H( 1s) before reaching

the promotion region. Second. a stray field in the lab could cause Stark mixing of

the 2s and 2p levels. The rnazirnum laboratory field possible along the flight path is

estimated to have been one gauss (an electric field cf * 470 V/cm in the CM frame of

the atoms and ions). Given this field strength and assuming dipole oscillations only,

the probability that a 2S11Z(2p1J2)atom leaving the interaction region will still be in

the same state after traveling 28 inches was calculated to be C.51 (0.36). Regarding

the transition probabilities in the second interaction region, the fraction of 2s atoms

promoted to the N’ state by the second laser is equal (+5%) to the fraction of 2p

atoms promoted [2], and small differences here may be disregarded.

Since I report relative cross sections only, the above effects would not be

problematic if the 2s and 2p profiles had exactly the same shape. According to

calculations of Sadeghpour (68] and Callaway [69], however, the shaye resonmce

cross sections probably difTerabove about 1.1eV, with the 2S cross section Ming off

faster than the 2p. Figure 5.2 shows 2s and 2p profiles f:r the H-=-(2) ‘PO shape

rcsonrmce from R-matrix ~Aculations of H. R. Sadeghpour for phoiodetachment [47)

and variational calculations of Callaway for electron imp~ct excitation [69~. ‘I’he

2S profde has been normalized to the 2p cross section at its peak in both cases to

emphasize the comparative dsop-off in the high energy region.. For that reason,the
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experimental cross sections and branching ratios below this energy are considered

more reliable than those above it.

Theoretical partial cross sections for H--” (3) and H-=-(4) to decay to either 2s

or 2p are unavailable. These resonances are much narrower than the shape resonance,

however. Since the shape resonance 2s and 2p profiles have the same contour up to

about 25 rneV above the central energy, I speculate that, over the narrow region of the

n=3 and 4 Feshbach resonances, the 2s and 2p profil,,s may hold the same shape. It

should be stressed, though, th~t I know of no other justification for this assumption.

Other possible systematic errors such as fluctuations in the ion beam energy

and slipping of the encoder belt, which could induce error in the intersection angle

a, have been ~sumed negligible when compared with statistical error.

6.2 1989 Analysis

Cross sections for each 1989run werecalculated by Harris [57]. Energy calibration

was accomplished by monitoring laser-effected transitions between excited states of

neutral hydrogen [26]. 1989 experimental resolution was determined from the width

of the hydrogen lines to be 0.008 eV. I combined the runs, binned the data in two-

meV-wide bins, and fitted the cross sections to the appropriate functions.

0.2.1 Fitting the Data

The n = 4, 5, and 6 zero-field thresholds were fitto a step function (See Section

2.3) with three parameters: Eo, B, and C, where J?. is the threshold energy, B the
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cross section below threshold, and C the cross section above threshold. Results are

shown in Chapter 7.

The changing shape of the cross section in response to a field made it

possible to ascertain the photon energy for the onset of production by fitting

im-

the

applied-field data to any known function. Therefore, each field-induced threshold

energy was chosen to be where the cross section is 1370 of its value at 40 meV above

the zero-field threshold. The 1370 level was selected because it gives values which are

consistent witn theoretical zero-field thresholds. The refereuce energy 40 meV above

zero-field threshold was chosen in order to avoid field-generated structure. The error

in this method was assumed to be +5 meV—probably an overestimate, as noted in

the following chapter.

The Feshbach resonances were fit to the Farm function (Eqn. 1.6) and the

parameters compared from fits to data taken at different field strengths. Field-induced

asymmetries were examined in the light of Stark-mixing. Results are shown in the

next chapter.

‘w*
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Chapter 7

Results and Conclusions

7.1 Partial Decay into H(2) by Excited H- near the n=3

and 4 Thresholds

Two resonances in the photodetachment spectrum of H-, one just below the n=3

threshold and the other just below the n=4 threshold, were observed decaying into

H(N=2) + e.

The resonance profiles (cross-sections vs. photon energy) were fit to a Fano

function [7], giving central energies of 12.652+.003 eV for H---(3) and 13.338+.004

eV for H-”=(4). Positions and widths are in good agreement with recent R-matrix

calculations by Sadeghpour, Greene, and Cavagnero [1] (Figures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3) as

wellas other theoretical calculations. Table 7.1 compares the experimental parameters

with theoretical predictions. & is the central energy, q is the asymmetry parameter,

-d I’ the width.
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Figure7.1: The lowest E--”(3) resonance, observedin the H(2) ‘continuum.

Table 7.1: Predicted and experimental

nancesaeu n=S and n=4 thresholds.

F’ano parameters fur the first reso-

Zheory I This Exp’t. I

3 I EO(eV) I 12.6494[271,12.6605[711,12.6623[72]I 12.652 + .003 I

P-t 0.0325[73],0.0316[50] 0.030+ .003

-1.6 + .2

41E0 I 13.3448[27], 13.3502[71], 13.3435[72] I 13.338 + .004 I

r o.0275~50],0.0339[51] 0.015+ .006

q 0.7 * .3
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In particular we note that the iine-profile asymmetry for the n=4 resonance is as

predicted in reference [1] (Figure 7.2). That is, i.~ the profile of the n=4 resonance

the dip occurs at a lower energy than the peak, whereas the n=3 profile is just the

opposite. Theoretical cross sections for decay to each continuum are shown in Figure

7.4 for n=4.

Figure 7.5 shows that the n=3 peak is enhanced over the dip in this channel,

which is not the case in previous total cross-section measurements [70]. The mag-

nitude of the line profile parameter q fo~ the n=2 channel is more than twice that

for total decay and the peak-to-valley amplitude is about l: times as large, indicat-

ing that the channel is preferred (effective strength oc q2 + 1). Figure 7.6 displays

theoretical cross sections for individual continuum channels. Note the difference in

asymmetry between profiles for decay to N=l and N=2. When adding to get the total

cross section profile, the dip in N=l partially cancels the peak in N=2, resulting in

a smaller amplitude for the total cross section profile. (The narrow peak near 12.752

eV in the theoretical cross section is a long-lived ‘-’ resonance with a FWHM of about

0.25 meV. We are unable to resolve this peak under current experimental conditions.)

As the first experimental evidence of such preferential autoioniztion channel-selection,

this work has been cited by Rau as partial justification for his analogy between quark

families and H- family-type groupings [74].
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7.2 Shape Resonance Branching Ratio Measurement

Here I report measurements of relative cross sections for total decay of the

H-0-(n=2) shape resonance and for its partial decay into the H(N=2) channel. 1

normalized these cross sections to theoretical peak values to arrive at branching ra-

tio values. Various functions were tit to the shape resonance total and partial cross

section profiles (M described in Chapter 6). The fitted parameters are listed in Table

7.2 where “F” indicates a fit to the Fano function. “B” indicates a fit to Broad’s

modification [66] of the Fano function. “S” indicates a fit to Starace’s modifications

[25] of the Fano function. The error in the parameter value, as assigned by our fitting

program MINUIT [65],is the deviation from the best fit value of the parameter that

would incre~e its Xzvalue by one. All fits were convoluted with a Gaussian function

to correct for experimental resolutim. The MINUIT error in I’ is combined with that

induced by the error in the experimental resolution.

In the fits to the total cross section, the original Fano function follows the

profile of the data more closely than the function with Broad’s energy dependent

background adjustment, as evidenced by the values of the reduced chi-square(i X2/v

in Table 7.2. X2is a measure of the spread of the observations divided by a measur~~

of the expected spread. The number of degrees of freedom v is the number of data

points minus the number of fit parameters. X2/v should be approximately unity if

the data fits the functicn well. X2/u less than one indicates that errot bars have been

overestimated [75]. For the partial decay cross section, the goodness-of-fit is about

the same for the three functional forms we tried.
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I also made fits to 1983 data of Butterfield [25] (b superscript in Table 7.2).

The fit to the partial moss section was better for the 1983profile because more data

was taken in that year. The parameters found from fits to the 1983 data show some

dependence on the high-energy cutoff value of the fit, whiie the 1990 data do not.

While the fits to the shape resonance partial cross section profiles indicate

similar widths for the 1983 and 1990 data, one cm sce in Figure 7.8, for example,

that they are in fact quite different. The fitting program actually adjusts the width

I’ and the background parameter o. at the same time. (The internal covariance

matrix correlation coefficient between these two parameters was greater than 0.5 for

all partial cross section fits.) The higher shoulder m the 1983 data seems to have a

strong effect on the width obtained by the fit. Therefore, I also report the full width

at half maximum (FWHM). with a base of zero for the N=2 partial cross section, the

FWHM is 22.1 ~ meV (32.1 + 2.1 meV) for the 1990 (1983) data. For the total

cross section the base of the resonance was chosen to be the minimum cross sectional

value between the Feshbach resonance and the shape resonance, at about 10.94 eV.

This choice gives a FWHM of 23.2 + 2.0 meV for the 1990 data and 32.9 ~ meV

for the 1983 data.

Since no two theorieshave similarpredictionsfor the width, centralenergy,or

amplitudeof the resonance(Figure 7.7), and definitionsof ‘width” are vague at best,

the compmisonaof theoretical profileswith our data arc shown in separate figures,

normalizingexperimental peak amplitudes to theory. In some cases the theoretical

energy was shifted downwardin orderto make profilecomparisons.
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Table7.2: Widtbs l’, central energies Eo, asymmetries q, and raducad cbi-squared values

Xa/v from ho fits to total amdpartial cross sections. (a) 10W data. (b) 108Sdata.
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7.2.1 H-*-( 2)+ H(2) patiialCromsmtion

Figure 7.8(a) is a plot of our partial cross section data compared to a profile

calculated by Liu et al [38] within an adiabatic hyperspherical representation in which

electron correlations are described in terms of the surface harmonics at a constant

hyperradius [76]. For this figure the theoretical curve has been shifted down in energy

as it predicts the shape resonance 18.9 meV too high.

Figure 7.8 (b) shows a comparison with a Is-2s-2p close coupling dculation

of Hyman et al [35]using Hyleraas bound state wavefunctions. This profile has been

shifted downward in energy so that the onset of production appears at 10.953 eV.

One of the earlieat, this calculation predicted tbe resonance to be much wider than

experiment shows.

In Figure 7.9 (a) our data is compared with the multichannel J-matrix cal-

culation of Broad and Reinhardt [36]. Their method solves the pseudostate close

coupling equations for H- photodetachment using standard configuration interaction

methods and square integrable (L2) basis functions. Their choice of scale parameter

<=0.5 obtains reasonable values for the width and energy of the shape resonance, and

no energy adjustment was necessary.

Figure 7.9(b) is a comparison with a profile resulting from a recent eigen-

channel R-rr@x calculation which incorporates an analytic description of electron

motion in a dipole field [1]. For this figure we have made no shift in energy. To

our knowledge, this prediction of Sadeghpour et af deriv~ bm the only ah initio

calculation for partial and total crosa sections b date. The energy and width are in
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good agreement with experiment.

7.2.2 The Shape Resonance Total Cross Section

The total cross section in the region of the shape resonance has previously been

measured by this group, compared with theory, and reported elsewhere [77]. There-

fore, in this analysis the focus is only on total cross sectiong from theories which have

made predictions for both the total and partial decay channels. These are plotted

against our data in Figure 7.10. The narrow Feshbach resonance below threshold is

evident near 10.93 eV. Error bars are statistical only. The cross section was normal-

ized to theory at the peak amplitude in each case. We note that Hyman et al [35]

and Wishart [37] also calculated the total cross section, but their profles are not dis-

played, as they predicted r to be much larger than the other theoretically calculated

widths

years.

and the experimentally observed width.

There is an obvious discrepancy between the widths meaaured in different

While stray fields in the lab could cause a slight nmrowing of the shape

resonance (Comtet et al, Ref. [77]), we are confident that these did not exceed one

gauss. Fields of this magnitude should not be strong enough to cause an observable

effect. Comparisons of relative amplitudes and laser intensities have led us to rule

out saturation of the reaction as a possible cause for the broader measurement, but

other unknown systematic errors must be contributing. A test of the shape resonance

parameterzi as a function of laser intensity has never been done, however. It is possible

that the intensity may tiect the lifetime, whichis so short that the resonancedecays
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before leaving the laser field. In 1990 the CM lastir intensity was about 6(107) while

In 1983 it was about l~d. This possible dependence should be investigated in a future

experiment.

7.2.3 The Branching Ratio

The branching ratio reported here, e(2)/tr(Total), is that fraction of the tot?l

shape resonance decaying to H(N=2). I computed this ratio for 45 photon energies,

ranging from 10.95 to 11.30 eV, by binning the data into bins seven meV wide and

dividing by bin. Error bars are statistical only. Our data normalized to reference

[361give branching ratios only slightly different from those normalized to reference.

[1]. Both cases are shown in Figure 7.11. The maximum branching ratio (~0.8)

is approximately 20 meV above the central energy of the resonance. Experiment

appears to be in good agreement with theory below about 11.1 eV. As discussed in

Chapter 6, we have less confidence in experimental values above this energy.

7.3 Field-Induced Structure and Threshold Shifts

The H(4) partial cross section measurement was performed in CM field strengths

of O, 13, 25, 38, 63, and 87 kV/cm [78]. The data are displayed in Figures 7.12 to

7.1.4.Notice the trend with increasing electric field. Most notable is the large shift of

the threshold toward lower energies. Figures 7.15 shows the data for H(5) production

in Oto 75 kV/cm fields. H(6) yield was examined in only three field strengths, O, 13,

and 25 kV/cm (Figure 7.18). The threshold shifts to lower energies as it does in the
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other channels,

field strengths.

but no unusual structure is observed in the N=6 continuum at these

The results of fitting the zero-field thresholds to a step function convoluted

with a Gaussian function having a width equal to the experimental resolution are

shown in Figure 7.19. While the N=5 and 6 thresholds are good fits to a step function

with confidence levels of 95’%0,the CL for the N=4 threshold to be a step function is

only O.lYO.The poor conformation to a constant function at the H(4) threshold may

bean indicator that a centrifugal potential is interfering in this energy region. In fact,

a shape resonance at ~13.5 eV in the H(N=2) decay channel has been predicted in R-

matrix calculations of Sadeghpour et al [1]. No shape resonance potential appears for

n =4 in hyperspherical curves of Zhou and Lin, however. The experimental evidence

is far from conclusive, but hints that an experimental study with better statistics and

better energy resolution might be in order.

Figure 7.20 plots the amplitude of the threshold shift AE relative to the zero-

field threshold for each field strength. These shifts are nearly an order of magnitude

larger than those expected from Stark splitting of the H levels, as shown by the dashed

lines in the figure. The solid lines are fits to a function which is proportional to F2J3

(explained in Section 2.3.1) with the dipole momenta as a parameter called a,. Our

fits using the MINIJIT code [65]provide laPl=ll.0+0.2 (13.0+0.2) au. for the N = 4

(5) threshold. The reduced chi-squared (X2/V)is less than 0.7 for both fits, implying

that we may have overestimated the size of our error bars, as mentioned in Section

6.2.1. These values of a are not consistent with theoreticalzero-fielddipole r >ments
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Figure7.20: Threshold shift AE relative to the zerdield
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calculated for the loweat ‘+’ channel in each N-manifold: a4{0}~=-18.5, a5{o}+=-

37.8. (from Eqn. (9) of Ref. [17]). See dotted line of Figure 7.20.) As explained by

Zhou and Lin [28],it is found that the coupling between the ‘+’ and ‘-’ channels plays

a significant role here, and the classical estimate is not adequate. Their values for

AE from quantum mechanical calculations are plotted aa open circles in Figure 7.20.

Excellent agreement with experiment is seen for the H(4) threshold, while theoretical

values are somewhat high compared with the experimentally measured H(5) threshold

shifts.

A particularly intriguing change in the H(N=4) cross section appears in F=87

kV/cm. Figure 7.14(b) shows that a dip develops

strengths. A fit to the Fano function [7] places this

meV higher in energy than the zero-fieldthreahold.

meV. It has been suggeatedthat this feature is the

which is not seen in lower field

feature at 13.513+0.001 eV—10

The width from the fit is 15+6

result of the modification of the

lpo ~+~~tenti~ curve where an effective centrifugal potential btim is indu~

when a field is applied [28]. This new potential doea not modify the positions of the

first two resonancesassociated with the ‘+’ channel, but the third resonance is lifted

to a position above the zerdield threshold. Without cross section calculations, it is

unknown whether this feature should emergeas a peak or a dip, but the energyof the

observed resonarm cmmpares favorablywith the value &=13.511 eV calculated by

Zhou and Lin using the WKB approximation. This means that a zer-field Feshbach

resonance (below threshold) is transformedby a static field into a shape resonarm

(above threshold). To our knowledge, this idea is unprecedented,
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these are pioneeringexperimentswhichshould be repeated with improvedresolution,

if possible.

We see no obvious periodic field-inducedmodulationsof the type observedin

the single electron photodetachment threshold [41, 40] One might expect this effect to

be present since it is caused by the wavefunction reflectingfromthe potential barrier

induced by the outgoing el-tron. We suspect, however, that these modulations or

“ripplea”in the cross section are being washed out by the presence of the resonance.

Also note that the laser light used was not well-characterized (about 50% x and 50%

u polarization); ripples might be more obvious if 100%x-polarization were used.

FiaIdEffects On kIMUACe9

Resonancesin the H(4) and H(5) continua umverging b the n = 5 and 6 threah-

oids respectively, in fields ranging from Oto 87 kV/cm, were fit to the Fano function.

Fits are shown in Appendix G. Of the three H-””(5) resonanms resolv~ in the ex-

pennwnt, the highest-energy state was quenched by a field of ah .ut 87 kV/cm. As
I

remarked in Section 2.3.1, the resonance may tunnel into the parent channel. One

case in particular-that of the second-lowestH-””(5)~ms to verify this idea. In

the H(4) channel its energy in a 63 kV/cm field correspondsto a similar feature in

the shifted threshold region of the H(5) continuum channel. Compare Figures 7.14

and 7.17, To our knowledge, this is the first experimental evidence of this type of

behavior in a two-electronsystem.

The lowest-lyingreuonancein the H-”-(5) series (&=13.666 eV) haa become



quite asymmetric in the 87 kV/cm field, probably as a result of mixing of the ‘Se

and i ~ states with IPO. SeeFigure 7.14(c). The presence of these Stark states may

also account for the slight variations in the Fano v’idth and central energy of the

resonance as the field magnitude is varied(Figure 7.21).

The same small variations in width and resonanceenergy with field strength

are also observedin the second lowest H-”=(5) at 13.77 eV (Figure 7.22) and in the

two lowest H-*”(6)rmonancea(Figurea7.23 and 7.24).
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Chapter 8

Summary and Outlook

8.1 Summary

Our partial cross section measurements for H-*=(3) ~H(2)+e demonstrate for

the first time that the nearest energetically-availablecontinuumchannel is preferred

in the autoionization process. This properxityhas been pre&cted by many theorists

(See Appendix D), but never pzoven ex, :rimentally. The measuredprofile for the

lowest H-*”(3) and H-”-(4) states corr.parefa-~orablywith R-matrix theory profles

of Sadeghpour,Greene,and Cavagnero.

At photon energies between 10.975 and 11.2 eV, the H-*-(n=2) shape reso-

nance shows a preferencefor decay to the H(2) channeL WitlJ~ this energy range,

the braaching ratios calculated from our experimental data show good agreement

with calculations of Sadeghpour et al [16]and Broad and Reinhardt [15]. The cross

sections normalized to theoretical peak amplitudes also agree well. Various functional

forms fit to the data show none ciearlysuperiorto the Fanof~ction for goodness-of-
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fit. Discrepanciesbetweencrosssection measurementsindicate that a carefulstudy

of the effect of laser-intensityvariationis needed.

In applied electric fields, large, nonclassical shifts to lower energy of the

H(N=4, 5, and6) productionthresholdswereobservedfor the first time. The stronger

fields (F ~50 kV/cm) generate resonance-like structure in the cross section below the

zerdield threshold region. It has

can be attributed to field-aasisted

been shown that at least one of these resonances

tunneling of a Feshbach resonance converging to

the zero-field threshold from below. This is the first experimental evidence of “decay

to the parent” of an autoionizing state, an interpretation compatible with results of

hypersphericalcalculations by Zhou and Lin. A new resonancedevelops dove the

zero-fieldH(4) thrmholdenergyas the magnitudeof the electricfield is increased,and

is quite obvious in a field F=87 kV/crn. This has been interpretedas a field-induced

shape rezonance, a phenomenon to

before the appearance of thh data.

our knowledgenever observed or hypothesized

The sezdield Fezhbachresonancesconvergingto the H(5, 6, and 7) thresholds

were observed to shzink and become asymmetric when static fieldswereappliedto

the 1aaer-H- interactionvolume. This behavioris in accordwith

the natuze of doubly-excited resonances, but theoretical cms

Unavailmbk

curxentideas about

wctioru are a8 yet
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8.2 Outlook

Experiments in photodetachment of the negative ion of hydrogen have proven

to be richin informationregardingthe three-body Coulomb problem. The method

of crossing laser beams with a relativistic H- beam provides the greatest energy

tunability, and has deliveredmany new-even unpredicted-reaulto.

Particularly important have been reamt studies of high-n thresholds and

doubly-excitedresonance with and without applieddc fields (26],multiphotonexper-

iments [79], and foil

measurementsto an

transmission work [80]. The application of partial cross section

understanding of the H- system attempted in this thesis is only

a beginning. Understandingof this ion and its elect~oncorrelationsis

plete, and much workremainsfor future experimentalinvestigation.

●

●

●

●

Using the two-laser

excited statea of H-

method described in this thesis, branching

far from com-

ratios for the

to decay into the variousexcited states of neutral hydrogen

should be measured, although some care must be taken when considering decay

to H(n=2) because of the rapid radiative decay of the 2p state [81] (lifetime 1.6

US).The flight path must also be carefully shielded from stray fields.

H(Z) PrwJudion near the H(4) threshold should be examined with better r=

lu$imito determm“ e if a shape resonanceoccurs in this energy region.

The H(3) production threshold region should be examined with applied static

fields.

A moat interesting experimental study would be to amtinue the measurement
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●

●

●

●

of resonances to energies above the n=$ threshold. Doubly-excited states con-

verging to thresholds with n Z9 shouid overlap the next lower threshold, and

interfere with those convergingthere, possibly inducing quantumchaos [82].

The large shape resonancejust above the n=2 threshold has been studied in

static electric fields [83], but a more systematic experiment, using smaller steps

in the electric field strength, should most certainly be performed to look for

predicted oscillations on the high-energy shoulder [52]of this unique resonance.

A study of the width of the shape resonance aa a function of laser intensity

should also be done.

The lowest electron-detachment threshold at 0.7542 eV should be studied in

applied field strengths greater than about a MV/cm. This is the region in which

Fabrikant[84]predicts the observabilityof rescatteringof the electron wave.

The lowest-energy Feshbach resonance at a

been observed with a resolution of two meV.

on the orderof 30 peV [58]. A measurement

gauge to theorists making very high-precision

photon energy of 10.9284 eV haa

Theory, however, predicts a width

of this width would be useful as a

calculations. If this resolution can

be achieved, the eecond-lowest n=2 Feshbachreaonance might also be observed.

A remeasurement of the two-electron detachment threshold is planned for 1993

at LAMPF.The expected experimentalresolutionof 2 meV should be sufkient

to observe the presence or absence of modulations on the threshold, such as have

been predicted in a Coulombdipole model calculation (85].
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● Cross section measurements to date have been relative only, owing to the uncer-

tainty in the overlap volume between the laser and ion beams. Large differences

among various theoretical predictions for photodetachment cross sections [81]

indicate however that absolute cross section measurements should be attempted

in the region of the H(n=2) threshold at least.
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Appendix A

Relativistictransformations

The conversion between two different frames of reference, known as the ‘Lorentz

transformation”, for the case in which the two frames are defined to have a common

origin in time and space, is discussedin thisappendix. The convention of Minkowski

in which time and time-like kinematic objects are treated as imaginary numbers is

adopted here with the relative motion along the x-tie. An event in the frame S

can thus be located with the four-vector(x, y, z, ict) and in the uniformiyrelatively

movingframeS’with (x’, y’, z’, ict’). The conversionL relatingthese two descriptions

of the same event is, in tensor form,

The

L=
0 010

–i@y o 0 ‘y

(Al)

energy-momentumfour-vectorsof a particle as determined in the two
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frames are thus related by

P:

P;

P:

iE’fc

=4

P=

Pv
(A.2)

J

In the case where the particle is a photon, the connection is particularly simple

because of the Lorentz-invariant relation

E2 E12

P2– ~ = P’2– ~ = o

since the photon mass is zero. This relationshipfollows

(A.3)

simply from the fact that the

length of a four-vector squared (its dot product with itself) is an invariant under the

Lorentz transformation. In the case of the energy-momentum four-vector the length

is (mc)z where m is the particle’s rest mass.

Taking the nonconstraining

we have

Ip’cos e’

definition that pz=O, and explicitly using p=E/c,

=L

p C08 8

p ain #

o

ip

(hi)

where Oand 6’, respectively, are the angles the photon’s trajectory makes with the x

and & axis in the xy and x’y’planes.

Fromthe fourth component of (A.4) we have directly

ip’ = 7(-ipp Cos 6 + ip)
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or

E’ = 7(1 – P C08 (?)E

which is known as the “Doppler shift”.
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Appendix B

HypersphericalCoordinates

In hyperspherid coordinates the two electrons are treated as a quasiparticle

mapped in six dimensions-five angles and one ‘radius”).

as R=~r~ + rj, where rl and ra are the radial distances

The hyperradius is defined

to the two electrons. The

hyperangles are u = arcian(r2/rl) with O ~ a ~ ~ and 612 =coa-’(?l o+2), plus

three Euler angles (#,0, #) locating the triangular figure in space. The set of six

coordinates (R, a,~la,~,d,~) is equivalent to (*;,F2). In thia coordinate system the

potential energy

Ze2 Ze2 e2v(r*,rJ = -~ - ~ + --,

withr,, = [3 - Z},becomes[86]

V(R, a, t91z)=
e2
#(%812)

where

ZzC(a,flla) = -— - — 1
+

W8 ~ ah a
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is the correlation potential for two electrons in the field of a proton.

The coupling term involving 012causes the channels to repel each other, giving

rise to narrowly avoided crossings among the adiabatic potential curves. These weak ,

couplings may be eliminated by the implementation of diabatic states in the region of

the avoided crossings. The curves may be made diabatic by allowing R to vary nona-

diabatically in the region of interest.

and the potentials become diabatic as

Curves of opposite symmetry may thus cross,

shown in Figure B. 1. With this approximation

technique the Schr&iinger equation becomes separable in hyperspherical ccmrdinates.

Neglecting the spin-orbit coupling the hyperspherical Schrodinger equation

for the electron pair is then

where

82 1 t; t;
A2 = –— – -

~a2 —+—
4 + C082Q ain2a”

(B.4)

(B.5)

The quantity -( A/R)2 describea a generalized

designated the “grand angular momentum”.

angularmomentum barrier,and A is

Correlation quantum numbers

The highly degenerateeigenvalues(tl+ t2 + 2m + 2)2 of Aa are compatible

with a new set of approximate quantum numbers, (K, T)A. These have reasonably

been called. ‘correlation” quantum numbers, and correspond to different subgroups

of rotations in six dimensions.

K and T effectively replace the independent particle quantum numbers #l
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and /a. They are related to the total angular momentum and the principal quantum’

number n by [88]

2’= O, 1, 2,..., min(L, n - 1) (B.6)

K = n - 1– 2’, n – 3- T,..., –n + 3 + T, –n + 1 + T. (B.7)

X desctibes the angular correlation of the two electrons with respect to the nucleus

(K a cos 0), similar to the bending vibrational quantum numbex of a triatomic

molecule. T is just the familiar orbital angular momentum magnetic quantum number

m—the projection of ~ along the interelectronic axis. Nonzero 2’ values express the

effect of the torque exerted on the inner electron by the outer one, while T = O

indicates that the electrons move in the same plane.

An important difference between the quantum numbers developed in hyper-

spherical coordinates and those developed in prolate spheroidal coo~~natr (see n<:xt

appendix) is that the magnetic quantum number T is taken to be a good quantum

number in the molecular orbital classification which uses prolate spheroidal coordi-

nates. According to a hypersphericai coordinate analysis of Watanabe and Lin [89],

however, 2’ is only an approximate quantum number, indicating that states with dif-

fering T-values can mix. According to Z. Chen and C. D. Lin, a small admixture of

7’=0 with 2’=1 is responsible for the existence of the H--=(2) IP” shape resonarce

[90].

The quantum number A determinesthe reflectionsymmetr;’of the radialwave

function with respect to the a = m/4 axis, and thus describesradialcorrelations,but



is not independent of K and 2’:

{

m(-l)~+s for K z L-n+l
A = (B.8)

o for A’ < L - n + 1

so that A = + 1 or 0. Here x is the parity, and L is the total angular momentum

quantum number. An eigenchmrlel with A= + 1 is ofter. called a ‘+‘ channel, or a

1> channel !! 4=- 1. These are similar to the ‘+’ and ‘-’ states of’Cooper, Fano and

Prats, mentioned in Section 1.1. The A=O channel is completely zepulsive and binds

no states in H-. The tendency of

has been substantiated by several

experiments.

‘+’ channels to produce the strongest resonances

authors [16, 91, 88], and verified by the LAMPF

Doubly-excited states are often labeled as ~(K, Z“): *s+’L”, where m and n

retain the usual meaning from the independent particle model, being the principal

quantum numbers of the outer and

extensively in this thesis.

inner electrons respectively. This notation is used
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Appendix C

Prolate Spheroidal Coordinates

The six independent coordinates in the molecular orbital classification are R,

0,$, J, ~, ~d 4 where J = (rl +rz)/R ad p = (~1 -@/R -e the prolate spheroidal

coordinates, and #is the azimuthal angle of r, the position of the nucleus with respect

to the CM of the two electrons.

Adapted from molecular theories, the formulation allows for approximate

quantum numbers (nx, n~, m) which Cm be related to the bwwhefic~ q-turn

numbers. An excellent review on the subject is found in reference [92) where it is

shown that

(Cl)

(C.2)

A = (–l)n@ (C.3)

Here [nP/2] is the integer value of nJ2 and m is the familiar magnetic quantum

number, considered to be a good quantum number in molecular orbital calculations
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of Feagin and Briggs. n~ designates the number of nodes in the hyperspherical coor-

dinate a, which coincides with one of the prolate spheroidal directions, anti n~ gives

the number of eUipticd molecular orbital nodes.

It is interesting to note that n~,n~, and m can be extracted from consideration

of the potential curves at any 1?, while the hyperspherical quantum numbers K, T,

and A were developed in the asymptotic limit of the escaping electron (R + 00) [93].
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Appendix D

Propensity Rules

Propensity rules, as the name implies, are not exact selection rules. Rather they

telI us what transitions are most likely when the atom or ion in question passes from

one state to another. Not surprisingly, they have been formulated in both hyper-

spherical and prolate spheroidal coordinates for electron-scattering and for photode-

tachment.

In one of the earliest and most comprehensive studies of the application of

hyperspherical coordinates to atomic systems, Watanabe and Lin [89]introduced %ys-

tematics” of autoiomzation widths relating to the overlap between the doubly-excited

resonance wave function with a continuum wave function. When a = %/4, t?l~= o,

the overlap is expected to be at a maximum, epecially when channels have similar

characteristics-a propensity which is verifixl by the 1990 H-””(3) 4H(2) measure-

ment. These authoraintroduced ‘rules of thumb” (propensity rules) for autoioniza-
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tion which give

An = -1, AK = -1, and A?’ = O (D.1)

with A unchanged.

A measure of real angular excitation, the number of nodes in 812 (sometimes

called the vibrational quantum number ~{v}~ [17]) is found to be (n – 1 – h’ – ?’)/2

[94],but this is equivalent to the molecular orbital quantum number n,. Using (D.1)

we find Anh (or Av+) = O. The number of nGdes in the hyperspherical pseudoangle

a is nP = n – 1 – T + K [17]. Again using (D.1) one finds AnP=-2,

For the relation to united atom and separated atom classifications, see refer-

ence [92].
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Appendix E

Q-program PROC8.FOR

C [DAQ568.QDEV]PROC8.FOR
c
c Modified to output raw data to data file ●t every laser
c shot when the PRMparameter SHOTia set to un~t~.
c 14. Malka WY 16, 1991
c
c This subroutine is an Analzyer Task event processing routine for
c event 6, called automatically by the Q syaternwhenever ●n event
c 0 is encountered in the data stream ●nd the proceaslng status is
c ‘PROCESS- and it is either ‘MUSTPROCESS-or WAY FROCESS-with
c time available.
c
c This subroutine retrieves 8 TDC words, 24 ADC words,and
c 24 scaler words.
c
c The file XIRAB.INC must be on the system disk wben this
c source is compiled.
c
c This subroutine pcocesses laser related data.
c

SUBROUTINEPROC8
IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDEOHIRAB.INC’linclude CO14fON/REGION/specification
INTEGER*2
INTEGER*2
INTEGZI*2
INTEGER*2
INTEGER*2
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4

IEVNDR(2),NUMURD,RLEN,X,LUN,NUmDc;NuNsc,NUMTDc
ADCHST(32), IERR(2)
TDC(8),HISS
ADCA(12),ADCB(12),ITBST(1O)
CALS(2)
SCA(12),SCB(12),ISIG(12) ,IsTD(12)
LPOU,LEIULBCURR,BERR

REAL*4 TnfP,ou’rx
LOGICAL*2 TSTVAL IPUNCTIONCALL
LOGICAL*2TSTRES

c
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c
c

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

11

22
c

LOCALEVENTDATASTORAGE

COMMON/EVENT8/IEWDR,TDC,ADCA,ADCB,SCA,SCB,CALSomD
NUMTDC=8
NUMADC=24I NUMBERoF ADC CHANNELS( 10 BIT EACH )
NUMSC=24 I NUMBEROF SCALERCHANNELS(24 BIT EACH )
RLEN=2+NUMTDC+NUMADC+NUMSC*2+2I NUMBEROF I*2 WORDS

I 1 WORD=16 BITS

RETRIEVEDATAFROMTHE MBDBUFFER, PUT DATAIN THELOCALARKAYS,
AND RECORDRAWDATAON TAPE.

CALLAGETEV(l,RLEN, IEVHDR, NUMWRD)
IF(RLEN.NE.NUMWRD.AND.ANGNUM.EQ.1.AND.COUNT8.EQ.O)TiiEN
WRXTE(6,*)’PROC8---NUMWRDIS NOTEQUALTO RLEN’
WRITE(6,*)’NUMBEROF WORDSRETRIEVED= ‘,NUMWRD

ENDIF

PUT CALORIMETERDATAINADCA(12),ADCB(12)

ADCA(12)=CALS(2)I PEAKVALUE

ADCB(12)=CALS(1)I BKGNDLEVEL

STUFFDATAINTOTHEHISTOGRAMARRAY

DO 11 1=1,12
ADCHST(I)=ADCA(I)
ADCHST(I+12)XZADCB(I)
CONTINUE
DO 22 1=1,8
ADCHST(24+I)=TDC(I)
CONTINUE

c n=aas===a=a==========================g======0==============a
c
c
c UPDATEHISTOGRAMSFORBLOCK#1
c

CALLHSTBLK(l,ADCHST,l,l,IERR)
IF (IERR(l).N&.i) THEN

WRITE (6,5o) IERR(1),IERR(2)
RETURN

ENDIF
50 FORMAT(’PROC8-- BLOCK1 UPDATEERROR;IERR=‘,2X6,
& ‘HISTOGRAMNOTUPDATED’)

c
c ......=.=======-====================u=========================
c
c WRITZ RAWNUMBERSTO DATAFILES IF LOOKINGAT
c SHOTTO SHOTINFOm
(4

IF (SHOT .EQ. 1) THEN
DO 111 1=1,12
I REALs
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c

c

111

c
c
c

TEMP=FLOATI(ADCA(I)) IRAWNUMBERS
IF(TEMP .LT. 005)TEMP=0,0
IF(LASER,&qoO ,AND. 1.L&.5)TEMP=FLOATJ(SCA(I))

IGET SCALER DATA IF LASER=CU
IADCR(I)=JNINT(TEMP) 1 PARTICLES PER LASER SHOT
FADCR(I)=TEMP
FADCR2(I)=TEMP**2I REALSUM-2FORSTANDARDDEVIATION

f ACCIDENTALS

TEMP=FLOATI(ADCB(I)) IRAWNUMBERS
IF(TEMP .LT. 0.5)TEMP=0.O
IF(LASER.EQ,O .AND. 1.LE.5)TEMP=FLOATJ(SCB(I) )

IGET SCALERDATA IF LASER-CU
IADCA(I)=JNINT(TEMP) 1 INTEGER PARTICLES PER SHOT
FADCA(I)=TEMP I REAL SUMFORAVERAGES
FADCA2(I)=TEMP**2! REALSUM*2FORSTANDARDDEVIATION
CCNTINUE

ENDIF

CONVERTDIGITIZED P’ULSEHEIGHTSTO COUNTS,AND
UPDATETHERUNNINGSUMSAND SUMA2S.

c
IF (SHOT .EQ. O) THEN

DO1121=1,12
1 REALS

c
c
c

c

c

c

112

DELETESPURIOUS EVENTS,A NEUCOWD BYM.H,

IF (I .EQ. 1 .AND. FLOAT(ADCA(I)) .EQ. 1) RETURN

T~.I~(I)*(FLoATI(~cA(I) ).PDR(I)) fco~uTE # OF PARTICLES

IFROMADC PULSEHEI
IF(TE14P .LT. 0.5)TEMP=0.O

IGET SCALERDATA IF LASER=CW
IF(LASER.EQ.O .AND. 1.LE.5)TEMP=FLOATJ(SCA(I))
XADCR(I)=IADCR(X)+JNINT(TEMP)I INTEGERSUM
FADCR(I)=FADCR(I)+TEMP I REALSUMFOR AVERAGES
pADcR2(I)=FADcR2(I)+’f~**2 I REALSUM”2FOR STD DEV

I ACCIDENTALS
DELETESPURIOUSEVENTS,A NEWCOM4ANDBY ;f.lf.

IF (1 .EQ. 1 .AND. FLOAT(ADCA(I)) .EQ. 1) RETURN

~=I~(Il*(~oATI(mB(I) I-PDA(I)) ICOIISPUTE# OF pmTICLEs
IFROMADC PULSEHEI

IF(TEMP .LT. 0.5)TEMP=0.O
IGET SCALER DATAIF LASER=CW

I$(~SEReEQo(’j .~. 1.LE.5)Tm=m0ATJ(scB(I) )
1.4DCA(I)=IADCA(I)+JNINT(TEMP) I INTEGERSUM
FADCA(I)=FADCA(I)+TEMP IREALSUMFORAVERAGES
FADCA2(I)=FADCA2(I)+TEMP=*2 I REAL SUW2 FOR sTD DEV

CONTINUE
ENDIF
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c TDCDATA
c

DO 2221=1,8
TEMP=FLOATI(TDC(I))
TDCA(I)=TDCA(I)+TEMP
TDCA2(I)=TDCA2(I)+TEMP**2

222 CONTINUE
c
c WRITETO THEDATAFILE( SHOT-TO-SHOTMODE)
c

IF (SHOT.EQ.1 .AND. CONFIG.EQ.1)THEN
OUTX= SECTOR
IF(A14ALYZ .EQ. O)THEN
WRITE(11,1OO)ANGNUM,OU:X,ENCO,

& IADcR(DETOK(l)),IADCA(DETOK(l)),ISIG(DETOK(lj),ISTD(DETOK(1!),
& IADCR(DETOK(2)),IADCA(DETOK(2)),ISIG(DETOK(2)),ISTD(D&?OK(2)),
& IADCR(DETOK(3,),IADCA(DET9K(3)),ISIG(DETOK(3)),ISTD(DETOK(3)),
& BCURR,BERR,LPOW,LERR,JNINT(TDCSTD(l))

100 FORMAT(lX,13,1X,F5.l,lX,15,1X,1217,1X,515)
ENDIF

ENDIF
c

IF(SHOT.EQ.1.AND.CONFIG.EQ.4)THEN
OUTX=SECTOR

IF(ANALYZ.EQ.O)THEN
URITE(11,101)ANGNUM,

& JNINT(FADCR(6)),JNINT(STDR(6)),JNINT(FADcPf12)i.JNINT(sTDR(12)),
& IADCR(DETOK(l)),IADCA(DEToK(l)),ISIG(DETOK(l)),IsTD(DEToK(l)),
& IADcR(DEToK(2))*IADcA(Dmx(2)),ISIG(DETOK(2)),15TD(DETOK(2))0
& IADCR(DETOK(3)),IADCA(DETOK(3)),ISIG(DETOK(3)),15TD(DETOK(3))0
& BCURR,BERR,JNINT(7DCSTD(1))

101 FORMAT(IX,13,1X,415,1X.121701X,315)
ENDIF

ENDXF
c
c UPDATETHEEVENT
c

COUNT8=COUNT8+1
RETURN
END

,

COUNTER
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Appendix F

i
;
:
;
:
:
;
i
:
:
;
;
;
;
:
:
:
;
:
:
:
:
;
;
:
:
;
;
;
;
:
:
;
:
:
:

CAMAC Module List
HIRAB CAMACMODULELIST

[DAQ588.QDEV]HIRAB.QAL
MBD FILETO CONTROLHIRAB’SEXPERIMENTSDATAACQUISITION.
*****************************t***********************

CRATE1, SLOTASSIGNMENTS:

SLOT DEVICE COlOfENTS
...- .--..----- --..........-.....--.----------”----------------

1 JORGERDD DATAVAYBISPLAY
2 SPARE
3 LeCroy 2228A 8 CHANNELTDC, EVENT8
4 SPARE
s LeCroy 2249V 12 CHANNELINT. ADC FOREVENT 8, REALS
6 LeCroy 2249U 12 CXANNELINT. ADC FOR EVENT8, ACCIDENTALS
7 LeCroy 2249A 12 CHANNELINT. ADC FOR EVENT 9
8 LeCroy 2551 12 CNANNELSCALERFOREVENT8, REALS
9 LeCroy 2551 12 CHANNELSCALERFOR EVENT8, ACCIDENTALS

10 LeCroy 2251 12 CHANNELSCALERFOR EVENT9
11 JORUAY 41 12 BIT NIMOUTPUTREGISTER

BIT 1-STOP
BIT 2=START
BIT 3=REsETFARADAYCUP scALER
BIT ~=sTEp BIG CHAMBER’SSTEPPINGMoToR
BIT 5=REsET ANGLECOUNTER
BIT 6-12=SPARE

12 SPARE
13 IZS3420 INPUT REGISTERFOREVENT4

READTHE BIG CNAMBER’S SECTORPOT
14 JORlfAY 33 2CNANNELDACFOREVENT4 ORXANUAL

CHANNEL0: 30 KV POWER SUPPLIES
CXANNEL1: SEZCTOIZTERPOWERSUPPLY

1s SPARE
16 JORWAY 61-1 TTL LEVEL INPUT GATt FOR EVENT4

CHANNEL0: READTHELITTLE MCODER
CNANNEL1: READTIM BIG ENCO!XR

CONTROL
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i 17 SPARE
, 18-19BiP,a, 2906
; 20 JOERGER Si.--L
;
; 21 JOERGER SMC-L
;
:
;
:
i
;
:
i
:
;
i
:
:
:

:
;
;
:
:
;
:
;
i
:
;
:
;
:
;

:
;
:
:
;
:
;
:
;
;
:
;

;
:
:
;

22 SPARE
23 LeCroy 2301
24-25 BiRa 1302 TYPE

LAMPFTRIGGERMODULE
STEPPERMOTORCONTROLLERTO CONTROLTHE WAFFOG
FLOURACTUATOR( BEAMDUMP)
STEPPERMOTORCONTROLLERTO CONTROLTHELITTLE
CHAMBER’S FLOUR ACTUATOR

QVT CAMAC INTERFACETO LR3001
A-2CONTROLLER

CRATE 2, SLOT ASSIGNMENTS:

SLOT DEVICE COMMENT
-------------- ------------------------------------------------
1 JORWAY 202
2-3 BiRa 3101-1

4 SPARE

5-6JORWAY 30

7 JORWAY 32

8 JORWAY 32

9-20 SPARE
21-23EC,BHT-010/D

DATAVAYDISPLAY
15 CHANNELSTEPPERMOTORCONTROLLER
CHANNEL1: STEPPER#l (
CHANNEL2: STEPPER#2 (

1 CHANNEL12-BITADC (R
LASERCALORIMETER
2 CHANNEL12 BITADC (R
CHANNELO: SPECTROMETER
CHANNEL1: SWEEPMAGNET
2 CHANNEL12 BITADC (R
EVENT9
CHANNELO: POSITIVE HV
CHANNEL1: NEGATIVEHV

BRANCHTERMINATIONUNIT

LITLLESPIDER)
1/2 WAVEPLATE)

= 100MOHMS)FOREVENT

= 100MOHMS)FOREVENT
MAGNETOMETER
MAGNETOMETER
input=100 MOHMS)FOR

24-25 EC, CC-Al TYPEA-1CONTROLLER

*****************************************************

FRONTENDHIRAB

DEVICE DEFINITIONS:

DEVICE LOGICAL NAME, THE MODULENAME,CRATE #, SLOT #,
SUBADDRESS

THELOGICALNAMEIS USEDIN THEQALCODETO REFER TOTHEMODULE
ANDSUBADDRESS,SEE USER$Q:QMODULE.DATFOR A LISTING OF THE
DEVICES.

8 CHANNELTDC (EVENT8)

;HST,BLK,INDEX,COMMENTS
DEVICE TDCA0,LR2228,1,3,0 ;JITTER,1,25,LASER TIMINGJITTER

INTEGRATINGADC FOR LASER REALS (EVENT8)
LeCroy 2249W HAS A DYNAMICRANGEOF 0.0 TO -2.0 VOLTSWITH THE
SAMERESOLUTIONOF 2249A.
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DEVICE
DEVICE
DEVICE
DEVICE
DEVICE
DEVICE

i
; INTEGRATINGADC
:

DEVICE
DEVICE
DEVICE
DEVICE
DEVICE
DEVICE

;
; SCALERFOR LASER
:

DEVICE

DEVICE
DEVICE
DEVICE
DEVICE
DEVICE

;

:HIST,BLK,INDEX,COM4ENTS
ADCA0,LR2249,1,5,0;EREAL,l,l,eDETECTOR
ADCA1,LR2249,1,5,1 ;HZ1R,1,2,HO(1) DETECTOR(TOP)
ADCA2,LR2249,1,5,2;HZ2R,1,3,HO(2)DETECTOR(BOT)
ADCA3,LR2249,1,5,3 :HPR,1,4,H+ DETECTOR
ADCA4,LR2249,1,5,4 ;PADDR,1,5,CERENKOV
ADCA5,LR2249,1,5,5 ;FPDR,1,6,FAST PHOTODIODE

FOR LASER ACCIDENTALS(EVENT8)

ADCB0,LR2249,1,6,0
ADCB1,LR2249,1,6,1
ADCB2,LR2249,1,6,2
ADCB3,LR2249,1,6,3
ADCB4,LR2249,1,6,4
ADCB5,LR2249,1,6,5

REALS (EVENT8)

SCA0,LR2551,1,8,0

SCA1,LR2551,1,8,1
SCA2,LR2551,1,8,2
SCA3,LR2551,1,8,3
SCA4,LR2551,1,8,4
SCA5,LR2551,1,8,5

; SCALERFOR LASERACCIDENTALS[EVENT
:

DEVICE SCE0,LR2551,1,9,0
DEVICE SCB1,LR2551,1,9,1
DEVICE SCB2,LR2551,1,9,2
DEVICE SCB3,LR2551,1,9,3
DEVICE SCB4,LR2551,1,9,4
DEVICE SCB5,LR2551,1,9,5

;HIST,BLK,INDEX,COMMENTS
;EACC,1,13,e-
;HZ1A,1,14, HO(1)
;HZ2A,1,15, HO(2)
;HPA,1,16, H+
:PADDA,1,17, CEREHKOV
;FPDA,1,18, FPD

;e- . LASERDATAGATE

;HO(l). LASERDATAGATE
;HO(2) . LASERDATAGATE
;H+ . LASER DATAGATE
;FIC . LASERDATA GATE
;RESERVED

8)

;e- . LASERBKGNDGATE
;Ho(l) ● LASERBKGNDGATE
;HO(2) . LASERBKGNDGATE
;H+ . LASER BKGND GATE
;FIC . LASERBKGNDGATE
;RESERVED

.

; SCALERFOR SPECTROMETERMSERLESSRUNS t MORE INSTRUMENTS(EVENT9)
;

DEVICE SCCO,LR2551,1,1O,O ;e- . LASERLESSDATAGATE
DEVICE SCC1,LR2S51,1,1O,1 ;e- . LASERLESSBKGNDGATE
DEVICE SCC2,LR2551,1,1O,2 ;FIC . LASERLESSDATAGATE
DEVICE SCC3,LR2551,1,1O,3 :FIC . IASERLESSBKGNDGATE

;
; NIMOUTPUTREGISTER
i

DEVICE OUT,JOO041,1,11,0
:
; 12 BIT ~ WITH100 MOWS IMPEDANCE
.i

;HST,BLlt,IHDU(,COMENTS
DEVICETBADC0,JOO030,2,6,0 :-,2,15, SPARE
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Appendix G

Fano fits
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FigureG.k Lowestresonancein n=5 madbld with F=O.
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Appendix H

Fano parametersfor resonancesin

I applied fields

Fano widths I’ and central energiea ~ for m(Jtf,T)~ reuonancea observed in varioua

static field strengths F. The error, assigned by the fitting program MINUIT [6s], is

the deviation from the beatfit valueof the parameterthat wouldincreaseits X2value

byone.
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~(h”,T): (kv/Cm) (eV) (meV)
5(3, 1)J 0.0 13.687(1) 23(1)

6(3,1);

13.0 13.686(1)
25.0 13.687(1)
3$.0 13,685(1)
63.0 13.687(1.)
87.0 13.688(1)
0.0 13.770(1)
2.0 13.771(1)
5.0 13.770(1)
7.0 13.771(1)
10.0 13.768(1)
11.0 13.769(1)
13.0 13.768(1)
25.0 13.769(1)
38.0 13.773(2)
63.0 13.772(4)
87.0 13.780(17)
0.0 13.792(2)
2.0 13.792(2)
5.0 13.795(2)
7.0 13.792(2)
10.0 13.791(2)

21(1)
21(1)
22(2)
24(2)

2W.
17(1)
18(2)
14(2)
14(2)
21(4)
17(3)
22(3)
15(2)
21(4)
21(9)

m
20(4)
lfi(4j
10(2)
12(3)
19(7)

11.0 13.749(3) 16(lj

m 0.0 13.881(1) 18(1)

-mm

13.0 13.864(2) 26(6)
25.0 13.883(1) 17(3)
38.0 13.882(1) 18(3)
50.0 13.879(1) 17(3)
63.0 13.878(1) 22(3)

H75.0
+
13.8811

0.0 13.9371)
13.0 13.933(2)
25.0 13.932(4) 7132

15(1)
26(6)
32(141
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Appendix I

b

Shape resonancedata of J.

Callaway

close-couphg/varitbtional calculated*P parthd cross sections (units of.ma~)for

1S–2S and 18-2P excitation in H-e- scattering (previously unpublished) [69],

kz
0.7501
0.7502
0.7503
0.7504
0.7505
0.7506
007507
0.7508
0.7509
0.7510
0.7511
0.7512
0.7513
0.7514
0.7515
0.7516
0.7517

ZmI
(MKW
0.0002
0.0011
0.0033
0.0072
0.0128
0.0206
o.mo8
0.0431
0.0573
0.0722
0.0860
0.0972
0.1042
0.1069
0.1060
0.1024

Ziim
0.0059
0.0119
0.0199
0.0303
0.0445
0.0632
0.0874
0.1181
0.1552
0.1974
0.2415
0.2827
0.3158
0.3378
0.3473
0.3460
0.3370

k’
m
0.7519
0.7520
0.7521
0.7522
0.7523
0.7524
0.7525
0.7530
0.7535
0.7540
0.7550
0.7560
0.7570
0.7580
0.7600

Zim
0.0972
0.0913
0.0852
0.0792
000735
0.0683
0.0636
0.0593
0.0433
0.0335
0.0271
0.0193
0.0150
0.0122
0.0103
0.0079

ZiiEI
0.3231
0.3068
0.2897
0.2730
0.2573
0.2426
0.2293
0.2171
0.1717
0.1435
0.1248
0.1021
0.0688
0.0801
0.0740
0.0659
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Appendix J

Shape resonance width

Below is a plot of the FWHM of the H--- shape resonance as a function of field

strength [9s]. The experimental data is from Ref. [25]. The sohl line represents

unpublished theoretical predictions from R-matrix calculations of C. H. Greene and

v. z. Slonim (private communication).
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Thia quantity has been caiied ~VA in Ref. (17] and others, but is not to be

confused with v in Ref. [89] where v = n - K -1. In reference[89), our n is

died ~, and #A ia Cdkd n.

The widths given here differ from the widths quoted in Ref. [25] which were

calculatedby fits to the Fano function. As mentioned in Chapter 6, the ho

width is probably not a v~ryreliablemeasure fix the shape cesonance.
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